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India’s population

to reach lb in 2001
WASHINGTON, Nov. 8 (AP) — India,

already the world’s second roost populous
country, will have about one billion people by
the year 2001 and is likely to double its cur-

rent population in 40 years, a new study has
said.

“Unfortunately, there are no feasible

shortcuts in the immense task of slowing the
growth rate of India’s already very large

population, whose doubling over the next

four decades seems to us to be almost ines-

capable," concluded Pravin Visaria and
Leela Visaria.

Their study, “India's Population: Second
and Growing,” was published by the Popula-
tion Reference Bureau, a Washington-based
organization studying world population

trends. The Visarias teach at the Sardar Patel

Institute of Economics and Social Research

in AJunedabad, Gujarat. India.

After a four-year decline, India's family

planning program is starring to make a com-
eback. the study reports, spurred by a 1981
census that showed a population of 684 mil-

lion, 12 million more than had been pro-

jected. And the Visarias estimate their coun-

try’s rate of natural population increase at

dose to 223 percent, which was the average

for the 1970s.
Family planning in India peaked in 1976-

77 but that was followed by a backlash

against the coercive tactics used at the time

and interest is only now showing increased

strength, the report said.

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi has called

for a revitalization of the program in the light

of the new census figures. However, the Vis-

arias doubt that a compulsory program would

be effective. Financial incentive programs

might be an alternative, they suggest, perhaps

with a part of the payment paid on a delayed

basis. “This could reduce the temptation to

adopt family planning to xneet short-term

(financial) needs," they wrote.

Government projections have called for

the birth rate to drop to 23 children per
woman— the replacement level— by 1 996.

But this seems unlikely, the Visarias con-

clude. considering the high reproduction rate

indicated by the new census results. Thus
they wrote, “it is virtually inevitable that

India’s population will approach or exceed

one billion by 2001’."

Bulletproofcars urged in Italy
MILAN, Nov. 8 ( R)— Like thousands of

politicians magistrates, industrialists and
probably a few wealthy gangsters. Pope John'

Paul now travels in the disguised security ofa

bulletproof car.

The near-fatal attempt on his life a few
-months ago obliged the Pope to join the

queue for an expensive product designed to

foil urban guerrillas, kiodnappers and armed
cranks. A booming Milan-based industry is

discreetly attending to the needs of rich and
powerful Italians who fear abductions or

worse every time they step out of the front

door.

The industry is foiling to meet demand,
despite assembly-line production which has

bulletproofed as many as 10,000 cars for the

Italian market in the past four years. Cus-
tomers paying tip to lOOTJrif.lion lire (about

$85,000) expect complete confidentiality.

The Vatican has no comment about.the fear

tures of the papal tar and the small family

firm which did the workwas sworn to secrecy.

However, industry sources say that his

1965 black Mercedes convertible 3000 is

now equipped with about 400 kilos of bullet-

proof steel and glass, a siren, an emergency
telephone, tires that ignore punctures and
automatic fire extinguishers.

There are standard features fitted to popu-
lar models produced under the supervision of
Italy's two major auto groups. Fiat

—

and Alfo-Romeo.
WeH over 1,000 oftheirbigger saloons will

be bulletproofed In 1981, according to reli-

able estimates, and the beleaguered Italian

state will buy about 80 percent to.distribute

among its most senior servants. At least 45
criminal abductions and 33 political murders
in Italy last year mean there is no shortage of
customers.

A few carewfil go abroad, mostly to South.

America, and Italians with enough assets to

attract highly^organized kidnapping gangs
will snap up the rest. But thousands more

(Continued on back page)

Bonn policydraws union fire
BONN, Nov. 8 (R)— Chancellor Helmut

Schmidt is facing stiffopposition over unemp-

loyment and public spending cuts from West
1

Germany's powerful trade unions as his left-

liberal government tries to push through an

austerity budget for 1982.

Schmidt will meet senior union leader^ and

employers in Bonn on Wednesday to discuss

the bleak situation on the labor market, and

he seems certain to be given a rough ride.

Unemployment jumped to .125 million

last month— 5 .9 percentof thework force

—

.and Economics Minister Otto Lambsdorff

has warned it may reach two million next
year.

But instead of launching^ job-creating

public spending program to stimulate the

economy, as the unions demanded, the gov-

ernment has been pruning its 1982 budget in

a bid to reduce Bonn's glint net borrowing

requirement.

Heinz KJuncker, head of the biggest public

employees union, served notice last week
that his union would fight government plans

for a public service pay freeze with strike

action if necessary .

Eugen Loderer, bead of the metalworkers

union IG Metall said in weekend interviews

that Bonn's austerity program was socially

unjust and would take about $4.5 billion

from working people next year.

Bonn proposes higher unemployment

insurance contributions, lower family allow-

ances and the end of several state subsidies.

An IG Metall study published last week said

that in 1982-85 the moves will cost workers

$20 billion and -give employers back almost

$125 billion.

A 70,000-strong trade union march
against unemployment and “dismantling"

the welfare state in Stuttgart Saturday was

the biggest such demonstration in West Ger-

many for years.

Schmidt5
s past dose ties with union bosses,

seeafls a key factor in the prolonged social

; (Continued on back page)

FREE
TRAININGCOURSE
BAKHEET EST FOR MACHINERY is pleased to announce and

invite customers and their mechanics to attend KOBELCO

SERVICE TRAINING COURSE conducted by engineers and

instructors from KOBE STEEL LTD., JAPAN.

Date of training : 23rd Muharam 1402 H
19th November, 1981

Place of training : BAKHEET Head Office

Kilo 5, Medina Road, Jeddah

Time of training : Between 0800 to 1 300 Hrs.

1600 to 1800 Hrs.

Please call Head Office before 19th Muharam

1402 H (15th November 1981) for registration.

For"further information please contact:

#BflKHKTBIFUUCHHY
H.O.: Kilo 5, Madina Road, P.0. Box: 6101, Jeddah.

Tel: 66521 38/6600494. Tlx: 401807 BAKHET SJ.

Branches: Riyadh' Dammam Madina

491-2451 832-2327 822-4965
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SPEECH: President Hosnl Mubarak of Egypt during his speech to the People’s Assembly

Sunday. Mubarak assured the Egyptian parliament that the country is secure and stable.

Mubarak spells out policies

Egypt bound to Israeli links
CAIRO, Nov. 8 (AFP)— Egypt is totally

committed to achieving the “historic recon-

ciliation between Israel and the Arab
nation," President Hosni Mubarak said Sun-
day in a speech covering major domestic and
foreign policy issues on the opening of the

autumn parliamentary session.

In a joint address to the people's assembly

and the consultative upper house, the Shura.

President-Mubarak said that Egypt \L
peace not as a tactical position but as a
'‘Stable strategic commitment," and that it

firmly believed the Camp David process was
the “most appropriate” to achieve this end.

He said he had full confidence that Israel

would band over Sinai as planned on April

25, adding that Egypt had “guarantees that

both parties will fulfil their commitments”.
Turning to the Palestinian issue — on

which stalled three-way talks with Israel and
the United States resume later this month

—

Mubarak said that Egypt had “never pre-

sumed to speak for the Palestinians or impose
any form of tutelage on them."

He added that, in the final analysis, the

"Palestinian people alone wfll choose the

formula which wfll free them from Israeli

domination.”
Moving to wider international policy, the

president said that Egypt was ‘‘neither Arab
nor African, belonging to neither Esst or
West,” and that relations with the two super-

powers would. depend on "the good inten-

tions of these countries."

The president led on domestic issues with

warm praise for the armed forces, made sig-

nificant by the assassination of his predeces-

sor Anwar Sadat by army fanatics only a

month earlier.

Mubarak said the role of the armed forces

U.S. missile test fails
POINTMUGU, California Nov.8 (AP)—

A U.S. Navy Tomahawk missile aimed for a

Nevada test site splashed down in the Pacific

Ocean Saturday after an apparent engine

failure, a navy spokesman said.

The missile, armed with a non-nuclear,

warhead, was launched about noon form a

submerged submarine off the California

coast about 64 kins north of Long Beach.

wasjust as important in peace as in war, since

Egypt had taken on “responsibilities that

exceed its geographical frontiers".

Turning to the economy. President

Mubarak who was personally groomed for

leadership by President Sadat, said Egypt

would nevergo backon itspolicyofeconomic

liberalism.

He added, however, that economic
emphasis would be shifted to production, aud
uw ' satisfaction of the most pressing needs of

the majority." Launching a scathing attack

on privileges won by a minority, the president

said it was “not normal that Egypt imported

products that it could manufacture in rela-

tively advantageous conditions”, with its

large labor supply and competitive costs. •

He said action would be taken in the fields

of accessibly priced bousing, clothes and
basic foodstuffs.

The president listed six points to be given

urgent priority in the assembly:
’

— How best to rationally reorganize the

consumer market, a radical solution to the

bousing crisis, how to make sure subsidized

products reach the needy as rapidly as poss-

ible and avoid abuse, how to cut waste in the

public and private sectors without resorting

to repressive moves, reorganizing imports,

and how to strengthen the public sector and

make it a true driving force in the econoi.iv

He then turned to religious extremism, cal-

ling on the opposition to join the government

in the fight against those who wanted to

“impose the power of shadow ami obscurant-

ism" on Egypt. Describing fanaticism as

“bloody and barbarous terrorism”, the presi-

dent said it had nothing to do with genuine

religion. On all religious issues, he appealed

to“ the minority to respect the opinion of the

majority, and the majority to respect the

opinion of the minority.”

Calling on intellectuals and the highly qual-

ified to work for Egypt — describing it as

“unacceptable" that foreign specialists

worked in Egypt while Egyptian talent went
abroad — the president ended his speech

with an appeal for Egyptians to pull together

as “citizens not subjects" to solve the nation's

problems by “discussion and coordination,

not by conflict and struggle."

Britons would close U.S. N-bases
LONDON. Nov. 8 (AFP) — Fifty-three

percent of Britons would like to dose the

U.S. nudear weapons bases in this country, a

poll indicated Sunday. Fifty-seven percent

also feared that U.S. President Ronald
Reagan’s foreign policy made nuclear war
“more likely,” according to the poll, pub-
lished by the Sunday newspaper The
Observer. Only eight percent thought

Reagan’s policy made nuclear hostilities less

like.

But 67 percent favored maintaining Bri-

tain’s own nuclear deterrent force, although

200,000 Britons demonstrated for unilateral

nuclear disarmament in London late last

month.

The Observer commented: “The poll sug-

gests strong support for a strictly nationalist

defense policy, perhaps similar to that of the

French, with nuclear weapons entirely under
the control of the national government.”

Under the 1962 Nassau agree ment. Britain

got nudear submarine missiles from the

United States. President John Kennedy and

Prime Minister Harold MacMillan agreed

“not to use nuclearweapons anywhere in the

world without prior consultation with each

other if circumstances permit,” the premier

said.

The U.S. nuclear weapons at air bases and
a submarine base in Britain are under Ameri-
can controL

The poll was conducted by the National

Opinion Polls (NOP) after President

Reagan's recent remarks hinting it was con-
ceivable that Western Europe could become
a nuclear battle field without the Soviet

Union and United States Masting each other

atomically. But the polling preceded the dis-

pute between the American defense and fore-

ign secretaries last week over whether the
American-led North Atlantic Treaty Organ-
ization (NATO) envisaged firing a high-

altitude nudear warning blast over Europe in

case of a massive Soviet attack with conven-

tional forces.The poll indicated that the Brit-

ish in general were neither pacifist or

opposed to NATO. Sixty percent replied that

“Britain should defend itself— at all costs' if

it looked as though Russia would attack Bri-

tain ” The Observer said.

Seventy-three percent wanted Britain to

stay in NATO. These results showed that the

British Labor Party's program of unilateral

nucleardisarmament was not shared by labor

voters, the weekly concluded.

Barking proves

worse than bite
BAYONNE, Southern France, Nov. 8

(AFP) — Dominique Crilel!i,48. angered ar

the constant barking of his neighbor s dog
Sunday shot the owner dead and seriously
wounded his wife.

The dog was unhurt.
Critelli is under arrest.

Genscher says

‘Fahd plan realistic

starting-point’
BONN, Nov. S (R)— West German Fore-

ign Minister Hans- Dietrich Genscher said

Sunday his country believed the Saudi Ara-
bian peace plan was a realistic starting- poim
for a Middle East peace settlement.

In an interview with Egyptian television.

Genscher said: “Wc believe that Crown
Prince Fah<f s eight-point plan is a very realis-

tic starting-point, which agrees in many areas

with the position of the European Economic
Communin' (EEC), and this is where we see

components which are worth supporting."

Prince FahcT s plan, outlined last August,
calls for the creation of u Palestinian state in

the Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza
and the right of all countries to live in peace.
The foreign minister, said Bonn supported

participation by other EEC countries in a

planned international peace-keeping force

for Sinaiwhen Israel hands the last part of the

peninsula back, to Egypt next year.

Britain, France. Italy and the Netherlands
are considering taking part in the force.

- „ . .
Hans Dietrich Genscher

Officials said West Germany was pre-
vented by its constitution from dcploving
troops outside the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) area but was
looking at other ways of supporting the Sinai
force.

GCC ministers open talks
RIYADH. Nov. S (SPA)— Foreign Minis-

ter Prince Saud Al-Faisal opened the minis-

terial conference of the Gulf Cooperation
Council at the conference hall here Sunday.
In his welcoming speech. Prince Saud wished
the participating foreign ministers of GCC
member states complete success in their

deliberations, so they can serve the interests

of the Gulf peoples in particular and of the

Arab and Islamic nation in general.

The foreign ministers in their two-day

meetings are to prepare the agenda for the

heads of government meeting, the second
since the GCC was formed in May. The sum-
mit is scheduled for Tuesday.
Heads of government of the six stales —

Faswii Arabia. Kuwait, the United Arab Emt-
.ates. B ''man and >*ta* — are

expected ior.fl.iii* to adopt Saudi arabia's

Middle East peace plan and also to discuss

economic cooperation.

The foreign ministers are to discuss some
working papers including a draft ofeconomic

agreement among the gulf states, which will

ensure full rights and privileges to the citizens

of the Gulf nation in all economic activities,

including residence and work, trade and
transference and abolition of tarrif duties.

The agreement also provided for coordina-

tion ofnational development plans, oil policy

in all its stages, industrialization and setting

up of industrial ventures in a way that would

remove duplication on harmful competition.

One of the working papers also deals with

the recommendations and suggestions of the

industrial cooperation committee among the

GuJi states for • ncouraging and protecting

national products in the face of foreign ones.

Other issues thu* .ire considered during the

meeting ui*. -eitma up vf a committee oi

senior "officials from organizations and

institutions that depend on national natural

resources for realization of the goals of the

industrial cooperation committee.

Saleh concludes Riyadh visit
RIYADH, Nov. 8 (SPA) — President Ali

Abdullah Saleh of North Yemen left the.

Kingdom for home Sunday after a two-day

visit” He was seen off at the airport by Crown
Prince Fabd;members of the Royal Family;

ministers and top civil and military officials.

In a statement before his departure. Presi-

dent Saleh told SPA that the aim of his visit to

the Kingdom and meeting with King Khaled

and Prince Fahd was to hold consultations on

issues of common interest at bilateral. Arab.
Islamic and international levels.

He said the talks dealt with the existing

cooperation, which he described as “ideal
and pioneering" in regard to Arab and
Islamic relations.

The Yemeni leaderreaffirmed that his visit

and the talks, w hich were held in an atmos-
phere of cordiality and understanding, wfll

help to spur cooperation and coordination

"NTi

Announces
the opening of
anew branch

In line with the rapid economic progress taking place

• throughout our country and to meet the increasing

demand for banking services in the Kingdom,
The National Commercial Bank is pleased to

announce the opening of a new branch at:

ALQATIF
(Branch No.72)

This new branch will commence normal operations

on 13.1.1402 corresponding to 9. 1 1 . 1 98

1

We take this opportunity to assure all citizens

and businessmen throughout the Kingdom

of our full cooperation and assistance.

TT
the nnnonm commeRcim briik
Main Office: Jeddah ,

P.O. Box 3555, Tel: 6443404
Telex: 401086 - 4011 02 . Cable: BANKSAUDI
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Communique stresses solidarity SIDF,power company sign loan pact
RIYADH. Nov. 8 (SPA) — Saudi Arabia

and North Yemen Sunday reiterated the
need for Arab solidarity in the face of chal-
lenges by hostile forces to the Arab and
Islamic nation.

_
A joint communique, issued at the conclu-

sion of a two-day visit to the Kingdom by
President Ali Abdullah Saleh of North
Yemen, renewed the two countries' total

commitment to the resolutions of the summit
conferences of Baghdad, Tunis and Amman.
It reiterated their condemnation of Israel's

continued occupation of Arab territories, its

unceasing assaults on the Palestinian and
Lebanese peoples and its air raid on the nuc-
lear.reactor in Iraq.

The communique denounced all attempts
by Israel to build more settlements on the

occupied Arab lands and to alter the status of
Jerusalem. It also condemned Israel repres-
sive and discriminatory actions against the

Arabs living on occupied lands.

The Yemeni side expressed its conviction

that Crown Prince FahcTs peace plan was a

“positive step on the road to an equitable

solution to the Palestine issue." Both King-

dom and Yemen renewed their support for

the just struggle of-the people of Palestine,

under the leadership of the Palestine Libera-

tion Organization, in defense oftheirdignity,

.

freedom and legitimate rights and the establ-

ishment of an independent state on Palesti-

nian soil. c

The two sides expressed their deep regret

about Lebanon’s continuing ordeal. They

appealed to the Lebanese leaders to put an

end to conflict with an urgent solution that

restores the country its security and stability

and preserves its unity, sovereignty and ' inde-

pendence.

On the situation in Afghanistan, both sides

reaffirmed their commitment to the resolu-

tion of the Islamic Summit Conference,

which was held in Makkah and Tail

OIC economists to forge closer ties
By Raana Siddiqi

JEDDAH, Nov. 8 — A high-level inter-

governmental meeting of experts from
member states of the Organization of the

Islamic Conference (OIC) begins here Mon-
day to discuss ways and means of fostering

closer economic cooperation.

The three-day meeting, to be opened by
Habib Chatti, OIC secretary generaL will dis-

cuss proposals to implement a plan of action

adopted at the Third Islamic Summit held in

Makkah last January.

The plan contains numerous recommenda-
tions to promote closer economic links

among OIC members in the sphere ofagricul-
ture, indusny. trade, finance, transport and
communications, manpower, bealth, popula-

tion, energy, technical assistance, science and
technology.

According to well-informed sources, the

third Islamic summit had emphasized the

development of closer commercial and trade

relations. The economic activities of the OIC
states have shown signs of rapid increase with

stress on the principle, of self-reliance,

according to the sources.

In recent months, several steps have been
taken by the OIC to implement the resolu-

tions of the Makkah summit in the economic
field. These include the meeting of the minis-

ters of agriculture held in Ankara last month,
and a meeting of experts m manpower and
social security, who have drawn up cone rete

steps for cooperation in these fields.

The report and recommendations drawn
up by the meeting of experts on the plan are

to be submitted to the 13th conference of

Islamic foreign ministers scheduled to be held

in Niger next year.

Hie two sides expressed their satisfaction

with the positive results of this visit which
'

reinforced brotherly ties and cnglarged the
.horizon of cooperation between the two
countries. They expressed delight over the

level of existing fraternal relations, which
were based on good-neighborlincs, mutual
and total respect for the national sovereignty

and non-interference in internal affairs. They
declared their resolve to develop cooperation

in political, economic, cultural and technical

fields, in the joint interest of the peoples of

the two countries.

The two sides emphasized the need to pre-

serve the Red Sea region as a zone of peace,

far from foreign interventions and rivalry, so
that the Gulf states maintain their right to

exploit their natural resources for the prog-

ress and prosperity of their peoples.

The two leaders renewed their appeal to

suspend the Iraq-Iran war and to return to

negotiations on the legitimate rights. They
urged the leaders of the Islamic Republic of
Iran to respond to the peace efforts being

exerted by the Islamic states, the states ofthe
non-aligned movement and the United
Nations. They also denounced the Iranian

assault on Kuwait and its continuous provo-
cation of its neighbors. •

The two sides expressed their conviction

that the setback in the policy of detente has

generally reflected on the international rela-

tions. Therefore, they urged an adherence to

the policy of non-alignment being pursued by

the non-aligned nations, with a view to easing

international tension and safeguarding the

national sovereignty and independence of the
member states.

President Saleh expressed his deep
gratitude for the warm welcome accorded

him and the -accompanying delegation, and

extended an invitation'to King Khaled to pay

a visit to the Yemen Arab Republic. The
King accepted the invitation, and a date for

the visit will be fixed in due course of time.

JEDDAH, Nov. 8 (SPA) — The Western
Region Consolidated Electricity Company
has signed an agreement with the Saudi

Industrial Development Fund under which it

assumed responsibility of loan commitments
granted by the fund to the private and public

companies it combined.
The agreement, signed Saturday by the

consolidated company's chairman and dele-

gated member Dr. Mahmoud Abdullah

Taibab. makes the company formally
responsible for the loan commitments which
amounted by the end of the year 1401 H
(Oct. 27) SR 1 0.294 billion.

Under royaHnstructions, the Western Reg-

ion Consolidated Electricity Company
became effective Oct. 28 grouping all private

power firms and public electricity projects in

Makkah and Madinah govemorates. Of the

BRIEFS
RIYADH (SPA) — ProfL Fuad Sizkin,

winner of King Faisal International Prize for

Islamic studies and the Goethe Award, will

deliver a lecture at the Sharia College here

Tuesday. The topic of discussion will be the

impact of Arab and Islamic culture and civil-

ization on the European renaissance.

RIYADH (SPA) — Minister of Post,

Telegraph and Telephones Dr. Alawi Darw-
ish Kayyal has approved the opening of a

number of post offices in various areas at a

cost of over SRlG million. The new offices

will be located in Hail, Unaizah, Najran,

Zahran Al-Janoub, Tabuk, Abar Ali, Ola
and Taima.

DHAHRAN (SPA)— Dr. Bakr Abdullah
Bakr. vice-chancellor of the University of

Petroleum and Minerals, left here for Tunis

Sunday to take part in a meeting for interna-

tional cooperation in the development of

Arab and Islamic culture, beginning there

Tuesday.
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total figure of loan commitments, SR8.663

billion has actually been disbursed by the

SIDF.
The loans were granted by the SIDF to

finance vital projects needed for the electric-

ity services expansion program to meet the

sharp increase in power demand, which was
unique if m comparison to other countries.

Royal approval has been granted for the

government's plan of consolidating private

electric companies and public power projects

into five regional corporations, serving the

Central Eastern, Western, Northern and
Southern regions.

The firet of the consolidated companies to

emerge was the Eastern Province Consoli-
dated Electricity Company (SCECO), which
combined 26 private power companies with
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the Arabian-American OS Company's
(Aramco) power facilities. Itwas established

with a capital of SR5 btUkm. 1

The Central Region ConsolidatedElectric,
ity Company amalgamates 36 pOw«r cooi.

panics with the state's power projects Jjj

Kharj and Q&sim..The company which toot

effect in November, 1980, was fawjfoj

with SR5 billion. The Southed' Region

Consolidated Electricity Company also

formed lastyear witha capitalof
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u Salmanopens Washem water project Taifpumping test conducted
RIYADH. Nov. 8 (SPA)- Officiating for

King Khaied, Riyadh Governor Prince Sal-
man dedicated Sunday the Washem water
project which will meet the requirements of
the area’ s villages. The project comprises five
wells, each 630 meters deep with a major
pipeline of 200 kms. and a distribution net-
work with a total length of 125 kms. for the
villages and towns.

Agriculture and Water Minister Dr. Abdul
Rahman Al-Sheikh, who welcomed Prince
Salman upon arrival, said that the Washem
project was the first integrated project cover-
ing a complete region, with its towns and
villages to be executed by the Agriculture and
Water Ministry.

Dr. Abdul Rahman stressed that the minis-

try does not restrict its development prog-

rams to cities only, but gives equal priority to

rural areas and smaller towns.

He emphasized that agricultural develop-

ment is the base for a comprehensive prog-

ress for which every society aspires. The
minister expressed optimism on the future of

agricultural development in the Kingdom
and said "our country is fertile, our hopes are

great and our minds are set."

Prince Salman expressed gratitude to God
and credited the wise leadership of Khaied
and Crown Prince Fahd for the prosperity

prevailing in the Kingdom. He commended

the agriculture and water ministry's works

and said that there also is another water pro-

ject planned for the Dawadmi area. Besides,

work will begin shortly on a third project in

the Ard area, the prince said.

Prayer Times
Monday Makkah Madinah Riyadh Dammam Bnraidah Tabok
Fajr (Dawn) 5:03 5:08 4:40 4:29 4:53 5:26
Dhuhr (Noon) 12:05 12:05 11:37 11:23 11:48 12:18
ASST (Afternoon) 3:17 3:15 2:46 2:31 2:55 3:22
Maghreb (Sunset) 5:42 5:38 5:09 4:54 5:18 5:45
Isha (Night) 7:12 7:08 6:39 6:24 6:48 7:15

He told the gathering of officials from the

region, "you can notice some governments

trying to divert the attention omheir people
with foreibi problems. They try to occupy and

amuse their people with problems they cre-

ate. That is just the contrary to the situation

of this country that strives to unite Muslim."
The Kingdom will withstand any harm it suf-

fers as a consequence of shouldering its

religious and Arab responsibilities, Prince

Salman said.

He revealed that, under royal instructions,

a committee of deputy ministers of all

departments has been meeting in Riyadh to

discuss development projects in the area.

Prince Salman, who is also a member of the

committee, said that the meetings bad not

been publicized. However, sub-committees

are currently continuing meetings, he added.

The committee's final meeting will be held
next week, the prince said. As ofnext year, all

development projects will be intensive and
well programmed, the prince said.

Before unvieiing the commemorative pla-

que, Prince- Salman was briefed on the pro-
ject by Abdullah AJ-Musaed, deputy minis-
ter for water affairs. A luncheon was given in

the governor's honor by the ministry.

JEDDAH, Nov. 8 (SPA)— The West-

ern "Region's Water and Sewage
Department Sunday experimented with

the pumping of water to the mountain top

city of Taif. officials reported.

The department's Deputy Director

General, Abdul Karim Jamal, said that

more than 1 .000 homes in Taifhave bene-
fited from the experiment. This system

wQJ be applied in all parts of the Kingdom
in the future, Jamal added. Taif. the King-

dom's chief resort city, is more than 2,000

meters above sea level.

Meanwhile, the department's Makkah
branch is currently engaged in intensive

construction work. Among projects under

construction is the Aziziya sewage project

which comprises two parts, according to

Makkah Water and Sewage Department
Director Fuad Alim Saturday.

The first part covers the Rawdah.
Shishah and Aziziva districts, in addition

to developing a major sewage canal

expected to be completed before the next

pilgrimage season. The second part

applies to parr of Hajj Street and the Adi
area.

Alim said that several expansion pro-

jects are underway including the

Qashashiya plant, the third phase ofMak-
kah water tanks, the Jabal Omarand Jabal

Sayidah water tanks.

Meteorology plan to be discussed
JEDDAH, Nov. 8 (SPA) — Directors of

meteorological and environmental protec-
tion departments will hold a meeting here
Tuesday to discuss application of a new oper-
ation plan. Metereology and Environment

Protection Director General Sheikh Rumaih

Mansour AJ-Rumaih will briet the directors

on the objectives and benefits of the plan.

Meanwhile, the Meteorology and Envi-

ronment Directorate has commissioned the

building of two observatories in Dawadmi
and Moya

Haram rugs to change
MAKKAH. Nov. 8 (SPA) — The Presi-

dency of Haramain Affairs has endorsed a
project to import German wool carpet forthe
Holy Haram.

Sheikh Abdullah ibn Sulaiman ibn Obeid.
vice-president of the Haramain Affairs, said
Sunday that the plan aims at changing the
present carpets with others of bener quality,

A contract for importing the wool carpets has
already been signed and the material will

arrive in several shipments, the last of which
should be before the end of this fiscal year.
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DERBIGUM
SRROOFING
The only high performance material

accepted worldwide as the ideal

waterproofing membrane.
Torch applied for perfect bonding and guaranteed results.

Over 100 million sq. meters laid in Europe alone since 1967.
Manufactured under licence in ssven plants around the globe from DERBIGUM

American Corporation to Co-operative Plant in CYPRUS. Always in the same high quality
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to International StandardsASTM, BSS, DIN, VERITAS and UBATC.

in Saudi Arabia DERBIGUM products are approved by Parsons, the Royal Commission and other international

consultants for major housing projects, peaces, hotels, hospitals, water tanks, sewage plants and brides.

Available in thicknesses of3mm, 4mm and in ro/s of 11 sq. meters for immediate deliveries, ex-stock our Jeddah warehouses.

Special prices and quality discounts for big orders and container loads.

Offers for supply and application bypur authorised sub-contractors with trained teams of applicators.

Exclusive Agents for Saudi Arabia: JEDDAH Telephone: 6423314 - 6439310
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CatchtheNew
atthe 4th Jeddah

wring2000 Suptr

Motor Show
• '

V

The Mitsubishi Galait&Sapporo for 1982
When the curtain goes up on the 4th Jeddah Motor Show, Mitsubishi's starstudded line-up for1982

will there The new Galant and Sapporo will be in the limelight, showing Mitsubishi’s craftsmanship

and engineering: beautiful styling; superb performance.' The Galant's graceful lines bespeak heightened

aerodynamics, for a smoother, quieter ride, The Sapporo's spirited good looks tell of^ly spirited

rprfnrmance on the motorway, rasponsivancess in tha city. Both have superior power p ants, featuring

Mitsubishi's exclusive "Silent Shafts" technology, that have made the automotive world stand up and

no^So, if you wish to do some stargazing, come and see the headliners at the premiere.

Curtaintime: 5:00 p.m. at The Jeddah Expo Centre Everyday from November 8th through to the 14th.

AMITSUBISHI ALESAYI TRADING
JEDDAH: Kilo 3,

Makkah Road,TaiiS87BM2/B87B444 - Kilo/. Makkah Road,

TeJ.6S90656 - Town Show Plra Comlih Swan ne^ugihan Building.

RIYADH: Owoaite Royal Technical Iraihuie. TW :4775828

DAMMAM: Dhahran Road. Toft 8322565

MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORPORATION TOKYO. JAPAN ABHA; Abhi Road - Khamii Minhakn • Tel:2230598
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Arab panel to prevent
arms flow to Lebanon
BEIRUT, Nov. 8 (Agencies)— An impor-

tant step has been agreed on toward prevent-
ing the smuggling of weapons to the various
factions in Lebanon. Arab- League
Secretary-General Cbedli Klibi announced
here Saturday night.

The agreement was reached during a five-
hour meeting of the Arab Follow Up Com-
mittee on Lebanon, made up of the foreign

.'ministers of Lebanon. Syria. Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait and Klibi. The Arab Committee
seeking ways to end the Lebanese crisis met
here for the first time in a month to discuss
how to set up a committee to guard the entire
coast and prevent arms smuggling.
In a press statement, Klibi said the minis-

ters also agreed on a series of security steps,

including reopening of crossing points bet-

ween east and west Beirut.

Saturday’s meeting, which was chaired by
Lebanese President Elias Sarkis, was
attended Lebanese Prime Minister Shafik
Wazzan. Saudi Arabian Foreign Minister
Prince Saud Al- Faisal. Kuwaiti Foreign
Minister Sbeikh Sabah Al-ahmad Ai-Sabah,
Syrian Deputy Premier and Foreign Minister
Abdul Halim Khaddam, Lebanese Foreign
Minister Fuad Butros, Klibi, Saudi Arabia's
Ambassador to Lebanon Sheikh Ali Ai-
Shaer, Kuwait’s Ambassador Abdul Hamid
Al-Buayjan, and Col. Muhammad Chanenu
Syria' s ambassador to the committee.

After the meeting. PremierWazzan expre-
ssed satisfaction with the positive atmosphere
which prevailed throughout the meeting. He
said that the committee had approved several

points for the implementation of previous

decisions.

Arabs demonstrate inW.Bank, Gaza
TEL AVIV, Nov. 8 ( Agencies) — Israeli

soldiers broke up scattered demonstrations
by Palestinian youths in the West Bank and
Gaza Sunday, eyewitnesses said.
West Bank students have been demons-

tratingfor most of the week against the Israeli
occupation and Sunday they burned tires and
threw stones at passing vehicles in Nablus,
Ramallah and Tulkarem until the Israeli

troops appeared, the eyewitnesses said.

A similardemonstration was held outside a

high schoolin Gaza where Israeli soldiers

dispersed students.

Meanwhile. Israeli military authorities

have accused the Mayof of Ramallah Karim
Khalaf of organizing a student demonstration
planned for Saturday but broken up by Israeli

troops.

PLO-Soviet ties strategic— Arafat
BEIRUT, Nov. 8 (AP)— Palestine Liber-

ation Organization Chairman Yasser Arafat
said the PLO's relations with the Soviet
Union were of a “strategic nature” and coun-
terbalanced the Israeli-U.S. alliance/ the
Palestinian news agency Wafa reported Sun-
day.

“This Palestinian-Soviet relation is of a
strategic nature among comrades in the same
trench,” Arafat was quoted by Wafa as saying

during celebrations Saturday by the So vie t-

Palestinian friendship group in Lebanon to

mark the Russian revolution.

Arafat said that during a recent visit to

Moscow, where he talked with Soviet leader

Leonid Brezhnev, W had been assured that

the PLO “does not stand alone in the face of

imperialism and its allies the Zionists in the

face of this strategic American-Zionist Israeli

alliance,” Arafat was qqoted as saying.

4 Egyptian officers face trial over negligence
PA FRO Nov R /R1 — Fnnr officers in a CatnHnv All fnnr men\w/»np li>nr#»nCAIRO, Nov. 8 (R) — Four officers in a

military unit to which President Anwar
Sadat's assassin belonged are facing a court

martial on charges of negligence, security

sources said Sunday. They said Defense
Minister Abdul-Halim Abu Ghazala set up a

military tribunal which began hearings

Saturday. AU four men'^were lieutenant-

colonels, they added. \

The four were held responsible for allow-
ing three men to infiltrate their unitwith their
weapons and to join the; paradein which Sadat
was killed last month.

CRANE HIRING
kWEIGHT UP TO 120 TONS

WITH GERMAN DRIVERS
PLEASE CALL TEL: 476-1784 RIYADH

TEUG82-S440JEDDAH

juabnros Middle East

Hasson sees 4E
escalation in iv
Sahara war
RABAT, Nov. 8 (R) — King Hassan of

Morocco has predicted that the conflict over
the Western Sahara will increase in intensity
and degenerate into terrorist agitation.
Referring to the assault launched by the
Polisario Front last month on the Moroccan
Garrison at Guelta Zemmour, the king said
he expected the Algerian-backed fighters to
renew their attack and “try to stir up
Vietnam-style terrorist agitation”

In a speech Friday night to the Saharan
Consultative Council, Hassan said however
that Morocco was “at the end of the tunnel”
and reaffirmed that he would go ahead with
the self-determination referendum proposed
by the Organization of African Unity(OAU)
to solve the dispute.

"Hie council was elected last summer to
assist the king m suggesting reforms and spe-
cial legislation for Western Sahara. He told
its members Morocco would not renege on
commitments to the African community— a
reference to OAU decisions to negotiate a
ceasefire and organize a referendum.

Spain ceded the Western Sahara ro
Morocco and Mauritania in 1975. In 1979
Mauritania signed a separate peace with the
Polisario Front which is fighting for indepen-
dence of the Moroccan-administered territ-
ory.

According to the official text released by
the Moroccan News Agency Map, King Has-
san said: “The enemy is agonizing. He knows
he is vanquished... The result of the referen-
dum will confound him”. He reiterated his
belief that Western Sahara would vote in the
referendum to remain part of Morocco

BRIEFS
KUWAIT, (AP) — A Kupraiti Foreign

Ministry official Sunday said Kuwait
objected to participation by Britain, France,
Italy and the Netherlands in the multina-
tional Sinai peacekeeping force and said this
would have an “adverse” effect on Arab-
European relations.

TEL AVIV, (R)—The Israeli government
Sunday called on employees of the state air-

line El AJ to end a four-day old strike as
workers’ representatives indicated they were
ready to start talks with the management.
TUNIS, (R) — Tunisian President Habib

Bourguiba Sunday confirmed Prime M inister

Muhammad M'zali and all his ministers in

office following last Sunday's first multi-

party elections in more than 20 years.

KARACHI, (AP)— Pakistan and France
have opened negotiations on a grant assis-

tance deal concerning solar energy. Under
the arrangement, equipment to be supplied
by France will provide a village in poverty-
stricken Baluchistan province with electric

power produced by solar energy, official

sources said Saturday.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 19*]

Khomeini may step down
in 2 months, paper says

s -a
LONDON, Nov. 8 (Agencies) — Iran's

revolutionary leader, Ayatollah Khomeini,
may step down within the next two months.
TheSiaidaj Times reported. Quoting uniden-

tified reports reaching Tehran, the paper said
Khomeini" isconsidering retiringfrom active

politics" before the end of this year.
: Khomeini, who will be 83 on Thursday, has

already informed the country’s political lead-

ers of his decision, the paper said.

Sources close to the leader, the paper

added, believe he plans to hand over to

another Ayatollah. Hossein-Ali-Montazeri,

before the third anniversary of the Iranian

revolution next February.

The Sunday Times speculated that Kho-

Tlw International Co.

mein? s decision may have been prompted by
his apparent deteriorating health "and a
growing fear that his assassination would
plunge the republic (Iran) into greater chaotf*

-

than at present.

The paper said that although Khomeini ls‘

in generally good health, he is said to suffer
from increasing tiredness which has kept him
politically inactive in recent weeks.
Meanwhile in Tehran, internal security was

back at the top of priorities Sunday,, after
violent clashes at Bukan in western Azertmi-
jan on Friday reportedly left over 100 dead.
Casualties included 74 members ofthe;^'--
nian security forces, either, killed wv;

wounded, according to official reportvGV
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Water Heaters
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SharpTechnologyWorks.
And makes your work easier with a Memowriter that gives typed notes, a clock that voices the time

and a calculator that runs on light power.

MEMOWRITEI

1if

TALKING,#
DIGITALfrCLOCKS

EL-7001
Memowriter with 40 word
memories for pocket-size

word and data processing.
Ideal for memos, invoices,

expense lists, sales reports.

Complete with typewriter-

like alphabet keys and full-

function 10-digit calculator.

SOLAR*
CELL CALCULATOR
EL-325
Solar cell calculator pow-
ered by natural or artificial

light with 8-digit capacity,

easy-to-read LCD (Liquid

Crystal Display), indepen-
dently accessible memory
and handsome wallet case.
Weighs only 50 g.

wm
CT-665
Voice-synthesized dock for

signal or voice time an-
nouncement, melody alarm
with chime or voice, and
timer with countdown sys-
tem for aural warning of
approaching appointments
or deadlines.

Plus all these other models with extra features.

PC-1211
24 digits (10/2J/CE-122
Pocket Computer with BASIC lan-

guage, dot matrix. 1,424 steps capacity
and Printer/Cassette Interface
ICE-122].
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LLL1141

EL-826 8 digits
Power from natural or

artificial light 4-key
memory

' O 0.0 o o o o o o o o

EL-670 8 digits

192-note memory for musical
playback Two alarms. 12/24
hour cyde.

EL-327 8 digits

11-note musical input
3-Key memory with
safeguard.

EL-410
8 efigits

Monthly
calendar and
AM/PM cycle
display. 3-Key
memory.

EL-408
8 digits

3-key mem-
ory. 12/24-
hour cyde.
World dock

EL-506S
10 digits (8/2)
48 preprogrammed func-
tions. Statistical cal-

culations. Auto power-off.

EL-1187
10 digits

Handheld printing/
display calculator.

4-key memory.
Percent and non-
add/subtotal Keys.

EL-1188
10 digits

Handheld printing/
display calculator.

3-key memory.
Percent Key. Item
counter.

EL-220
8 digits

Battery
lifeap-

10X00 hrs. EL-821S 8 digits
3-key Audible input Card-
memory. sized 3-key memory.

EL-824 8 digits
3-key memory. Low
power consumption,

EL-832 8 digits

Audible input 3-key
memory.
Sensor-touch toys,

EL-309 8 <Bg8s -

4-key memory Square,
square root, percent toys.

Just imagine how handy It would be If your pocket
calculator could also type an expense list or produce

bett
?,

rf if your * one of the world s largest and most progressive :ock could actually talk to you. tell you the time. electronics companies. Sharp serves Deoola In 135w m you of impending appointments? And wouldn't countries and has a production network of 35 modem
it benice if your personal calculator operated on the plants in 31 countries. Exoect Sham to match vourhmrtless and free supply of natural or artificial light? nee5
Sharp has made all these electronic wonders a^ceh1Sn?c prSduo« °
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From the cutting edge of technology.

possible- now.
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First Prize: Solid Gold worth SR 25,000
(To be drawn on Saturday 14th November)

Plus: Valuable daily prizes

And: One hundred prizes of free oil changes
for a whole year.

How to enter:

Simply come to the Shell

stand at the Motor Show
and buy one 4-litre can of

Shell Super Plus Motor Oil

at the special show price

of SR 25, but come early

- buyers ofthe first 200 cans

sold each day will

win a free Shell T-Shirt.

AN MARKETS LTD
SHELL LUBRICANTS DIVISION

Kilo 5 Mecca Road, Jeddah P.O.Box 65 Telephone 6870834/6872863 Telex 400867 SAMLUB SJ Cables: MARKETS JEDDAH.
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LONGINES
THE DISTINCTIVE STYLE OF ELEGANCE I

* Your guarantee of quality — the patience and skill of

Longines' craftsmen.

* Your guarantee of high precision — the decades of

Longines' sports timing experience.

Your guarantee of good taste — the numerous
international styling awards for Longines.

* You r guarantee of excellence — 1 10 years of Longines'

watchmaking experience.

Designed for today's needs. Your needs.
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Dr. Rnis Mustafa M.B.B.S.( DAG )

d.c.h. (Glasgow

M.R.C . P.(IIX).

PAEDIATRICIAN

I Announces

Experience of 18 years, out of which

6 years in different hospitals of England

THE OPEfJMG
OF HIS CUNIC
^ AT
ZO,Macrona Street,

near Eye Hospital, at Sarabia building ground floor. Jeddah

ACCOUNTANTS — With a recognised accounting degree. Minimum
5 years' experience and fully familiar all aspects reconciliations, plant

accounts, inventory/stock accounting, receivables etc.

SHIPPING AND DISTRIBUTION CLERK - Fully knowledgeable in

shipping documentation, customs procedures, stock control, ordering and

follow up systems etc.

CLERK/TYPISTS — Fully competent in both Arabic and English typing

and general office procedures. Minimum 5 years'experience.

Candidates for above must be Arab Nationals, fluent in both Arabic and

English and in possession of a transferable Iqama.

Terms of employment are negotiable. But well qualified candidates are

assured of a good salary and working conditions.

Candidates should write giving their full resume direct:

P.0. Box: 8939, Jeddah.
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LET THE DEAD LIE
There’sanold American saying,“Let the dead lie.” T ilcp. the close

relative who refuses to acknowledge the passing-on of a loved one,
UJS. Secretary ofState Alexander Haig recently met with the British

ambassadorto the United States and said he thought British Foreign
Secretary Lord Carrington mightbe“morecircumspect” in his critic-

ism of the Camp David accords. Of course, such a statement from
Haig is in itself, “like the pot calling the kettle black"

Using Haig’s plea to be “rircumspecT — even if the Reagan
administration isNCWreviewing Crown Prince Fahcfs Middle East
plan— there isn’t anything else the secretary of state could “offi-

cially” say, so why say anything? Well, Haig has never previously

been renowned for saying the right thing at the right time.

Although the current trend seems to be to blow everything Haig
saysoutof proportion anyway, and it isoften hard to determine when
the secretary of'State is speaking personally or officially, the state-

ment also has to be taken in the context of when and where it took
place. Even the British said that everything had been “overstated,’’

but, according to those same British sources, the real reason behind
Hai^s visit was to discuss the Sinai Rapid Deployment Force.

It is possible and perhaps even likely, then, that Haig’s statement
actually had the blessing of President Reagan. What better way to

politically put the British on the defensive than to criticize their

previous actions, ANY previous actions, in order to compromise
their position and get them to agree to participating in the Sinai force.

Of course, the British have proven many times that they aren’t about
to be politicked or pushed into a compromising position, and espe-
cially not by State Department officials.

Lord Carrington has to be admired for his forthright stance on
obtaining a Middle East peace and his willingness, both as British

foreign minister and the president of the European Economic Com-
munity, to publicly state his position, no matter how much criticism

and Zionist heckling results. Obviously, .then, Haig’s remarks will not
affect his clear vision.

Everyone involved in the Middle East dispute, except the Camp
David participants, recognize the uselessness of the accord and that it

should have been buried years ago. Britain's stance on this topic has
also been reinforced by its ambassador to Lebanon, David Roberts,
who said Saturday that Camp David was “finished.” Now all parties

involved in the process should finally bury Camp David in order to

prepare the way for a younger, better thouhgt-out proposal It is

respectful to Speak of a lost relative but at the same time, the onlyway
progress can be made is for life to go on.

Saudi Arabian press review
" The outcome of Saudi
Arabian-Yemeni talks and the

task of Arab conciliation at the

forthcoming Gulf and Arab beads
of state summits appeared for

editorial comments in Sunday’s
newspapers.

Dealing with the Saudi-Yemeni
talks, Ohaz said the talks held

here, prior to the Arab summit in

Fez, clearly showed the common
noble desire of Saudi Arabia and

North Yemen to work jointly for

realizing Arab reconciliation and

to find an Arab alternative Yor the

deadlocked Camp David accord

for solving the Mideast issue.

“This desire can be achieved

through the adoption of the Saudi

Arabian peace plan for the resto-

ration of all occupied Arab lands,

including Jerusalem and the

establishment of the Palestinian

state,” the paper added.

On the same subject, Al -Bilad

said the meeting between the two
brotherly states of North Yemen
and the Kingdom reflected the

dimensions of the Saudi-Yemei
relations and would cement their

common stands on all Arab and

Islamic issues.

“The Saudi leadership is always

keen to hold meetings with Arab
brothers, since such meetings will

help in furtherpromo ting the joint

Mugabe facing

challenge over

one-party plan
By Stephen Taylor

BULAWAYO—
With Zimbabwe in the grip of a labor upheaval

involving teachers and nurses. Prime Minister

Robert Mugabe is pushing his campaign to make
the country a one-party state deep into hostile ter-

ritory. Strikes which had disrupted hospitals and
closed schools were suspended last month. But the

disputes represented a significant challenge to the

government and relfect a much wider disgruntle-

ment over rising living costs.

A tough government response— with more titan

900 teachers and nurses being arrested and strikers

being threatened with dismissal— appeared to have

convinced them to go back to work, but both groups
pledged that they would come out again if they were
not satisfied with the response to their demands.

Despite the strikes Mugabe went ahead with a
politically sensitive tour of Matabeleland during a

continuing program of meet-the-poeple visits

aconss the country. The Matabeleland region in the

ofZimbabwe is the home of the Ndebele, a warrior

people who support Joshua Nkomo, the prime
minister’s main rival although also his coalition

partner. The Ndebele have been deeply incensed by
Mugabe’s stated desire to make Zimbabwe a one-

party state, seeing it as a plan by Mugabe's Sbona-

based ZANU (PF) party to subjugate them.
Nkomo himself has been cool toward the idea

and excused himself from accompanying the prime
minister last week. But he has stated that a merger
between his Patriotic Front and ZANU (PF) is a

desirable long-term goal.

The kind of obstacles that are in the way of such a
union were pointed up shortly after Mugabe's arri-

val in Bulawayo, where he made a point of visiting a
school near the township of Entumbane.

Here, in February, three days of faction fighting

between members of the two leaders' guerrilla

armies reached a bloody climax in which more than

200 people were killed. The guerrillas have now
gone from the area and there is only the occasional

sign of the fighting, but the scars and a history of
animosity between the two tribal groups runs deep.
Mugabe's mission was to convince Patriotic Front

supporters that although he wants to make Zim-
babwe a one-party state he will not do so while they

object. Speaking from a canvas shelter under a

scorching sun in Piumtree, a border town west of
here, Mugabe appealed for unity.“The two organ-

izations fought for Zimbabwe, the two brought

independence. We achieved the same objective, we
should have the same objective now he said.

The response of the crowd was distinctly cool,

with rousing calls being faintly echoed and applause
no more than polite. Sources close to the prime
minister said, however, that a lukewarm reception

had been expected and that Mugabe was pleased

that so many had attended his rallies to hem* him.
“Together we knocked out Smith and

Muzorewa,” he told the crowds. “Is there any need
to knock out each other?" He again made it clear

that the government regards the other black parties
as irrelevant “There are only two parties in Zim-
babwe,” he said. “If we joint hands by agreement
we will have a one-party state ” •

The odds must be against such an agreement
being reached in the present circumstances, and
given a choice’there can be no doubt that the vast "

majority of the Ndebele would opt for Mugabe’s
assurances that “if you don’t want it we wiD con-
tinue as we are.’’

With the possibility of further industrial action

stemming from black dissatisfaction with the rate of
financial advance and a difficult economic period
ahead, there is likely to be further pressure on the
prime minister from within his own party to aban-
don principles like that — (QNS)

Berbera mirrors Somalia’s shift from Russians to Americans
y»

stands and facing challenges to the

whole Arab nation,” the paper
said.

Commenting on the forthcom-
ing Gulf summit A/ -Yom felt the
people of the Gulf have great

hopes that the summit will ensure

a greater degree of cooperation

and coordination in all spheres for

the prosperity and progress of all

Gulf states.

'“The cooperation among the six

Gulf states has shown the world

that unity is not an impossible task
for the Arabs,” the paper said.

Dealing with the same subject,

Al-Jajfrdh said. the forthcoming
Gulf and Arab beads of state

summits, will lead to strengthen-

ing Arab solidarity and to adopt-

ing a new unified stand by Arab
leaders to solve the Mideast prob-
lem.

Al -Riyadh said the two summits
were arranged to confront the

challenges faced by the Arab
world and to realize the goals of

the Gulf Cooperation Council and
the whole Arab nation.

“In the presentcircumstances, a'

Gulf security plan and military

coordination coupled with

genuine political cooperation are

necessary to counter the dangers

and challenges threatening the

Gulf region”, the paper wrote.

By Edith M. Lederer

BERBERA, Somalia —
In the strategic port of Berbera close to the Mid-

dle East oil routes, the Russian-built compound has

been renamed the “Somali village”— and residents

are hoping it may soon become the “American
village." Somalia's switch in allegiance from the

Soviets to the West is mirrored in this sleepy port,

which the Soviet Union built up as a naval base and
the Americans now plan to use in case of an
emergency in the Gulf.

In mid-November, more than 200 American
troops are to sail into Berbers' s harbor, the first

tangible symbol of the U.S. commitment to this

nation of four million on the turbulent Horn of
Africa. Lt.-Col. Hussein Moalim Dahir, the navy
commander of Berbera, said the U.S. troops will

spend two weeks on logistical maneuvers to show
support. More than 6,000 U .S. troops are expected
to take part in operation “Bright Star,” mainly in

Egypt.

“We say welcome -to the Americans," said

Ahmad Sheikh Abdullabi, the district commis-
sioner of Berbera. “Every Somali wants to see the

American people here, to build new relationship

with the people, not just whh the state. The Rus-
sians treated the Somali people very bad."

In a tourof the dusty streets and sidewalk cafes of

this desert city of 30,000. residents echoed the

commissioner’s welcome for the Americans— and

contempt for the Russians who were kicked out of

Somalia in 1977,
“If the Americans come, everything will be all

right,” said shipping company cashier Abdurhman
Farah.**Wehope the Russians will nevercome back

to our country. When this relationship between

Somalia and America becomes strong, it will

remove the traces of the Russians.”

For the moment, the military relationship is

developing slowly— too slowly for top Somali gov-

ernment officials who have recently started criticiz-

ing American delays in delivering milrtaiy equip-

ment and starting improvements to Berbera's port

and airstrip.

Under an agreement signed in August 1 980,

Somalia gave the United States access to its airfields

and ports. In exchange, Somalia was to receive $45

million in military sales for radar and antiaircraft

equipment but not a single shell has yet arrived.

The United Suites says that long delays are nor-

mal in deliveries of military equipment. American

sources said a contract is about to be signed to

upgrade Berbera's Russian-built airfield, which

boasts a4,100-meter runway, the longest in Africa.

The airfield, paralleling the sparkling blue waters

of the Gulf of Aden just outside the city, wasn't

completed when the Russians were expelled. So,

the Americans plan to build a tower, fuel tanks,

storage facilities and prefabricated houses for U.S.

personnel.

The harbor is already overcrowded with ships

transporting sheep, goats, camels and cattle,

Somalia’s main export. There are also ships unload-

ing tons of flour, powdered milk and cooking oil,

mainly donated by the United States, for more than

500.000 refugees displaced by fighting in the dis-

puted Ogaden region.

Dahir said three U.S. Navy ships called at Berb-

era in 1980, but none have come so far this year

because of the overcrowding.

Somalia expelled the Soviets in 1 977 after Mos-
cow switched its backing to neighboring Ethiopia in

the continuing war over the Ogaden. The Ogaden
was given to Ethiopia in stages during the last cen-

tury, but it is populated by ethnic Somalis, and
Somalia maintains they must be given the right to

self-determination.

After the U.S.-SomaJia military agreement was
signed, two U.S- congressional committees made
strong reservations about supplying arms to

Somalia for fear they would be used in the Ogaden.
Somalia says it has no regular forces in the Ogaden,
but the government is backing the Western Somali
Liberation Front, which is still fighting in the reg-

ion. i

Last week the foreign ministry’s director-:.:?-'

general. Hash! Abdullah Fatah, said Somalia needsvv
arms more desperately than Sudan because it faces »:

a “much stronger” threat from Soviet-backed-*-

Ethiopia and South Yemen, just 224 lolometeis.x

across the Gulf of Aden. "
. \

Sudan is receiving an emergency arms shipment
of 5100 million from the United States to counter a

buildup by Libyan forces on its border.

While tire Somalis are playing up the new ties ;

with the United States, American officials bave^
.,

been quietly getting the word out that there worft’^
be thousands or even hundreds of U.S. troops

1

.

stationed here. There will be a small caretaker force -- ^— but no permanent U.S. base.

American officials are quick to note that the'

United States has also signed agreements with*-’*'

*

Kenya and Oman for access to airfields and'pprts:^ ..

Berbera, about 320 kins from the Bab El Mandeb
1
,. _

straits and the entrance to the Red Sea, is closer to

the Gulf than the U.S. Indian Ocean base at Dfcgp ,Vj
Garcia or the Kenyan port ofMombasa^ButOman;
and Egypt are even closer.

‘

As he drove a visitor through the old “Russian
]7 j

village," comprising about 40 two-suny building?,

district commissioner Abdullahi said: “Now it is the
' ^ %

Somali village, but maybe in the future it will be the

American village — we hope." (AP) r T/

‘Bright Staf operation: Biggest U.S. military exercise in M.E.
By Fred S. Hoffman

WASHINGTON —
The new United States Middle East military

exercise, formally announced by the Pentagon Fri-

day, is far from a demonstration of U.S. ability to

project major military forces into that region in a

crisis.

It involves more than 6,000 soldiers, airmen,

marines and sailors in maneuvers, drills and demon-

strations spread among four countries. The main

effort will center in Egypt, where some 4,000 U.S.

Army and Air Force troops, as well as jet fighters

and ground attack planes, will join Egyptian forces

in desert maneuvers. Activities in Sudan, Somalia

and Oman will be mostly of token size.

Although the“Bright Star" operation thismonth

and next represents the biggest such U.S. military

exercise in the Middle East so far, it falls well short

of deploying the numbers of troops and volume of

equipment that planners believe would be needed

to meet aimajor threat to that region. Lt. Gep.

Volney Warner, former commander of the Rapid

Deployment Force, said in an interview last year

that the United States must have the ability to pro-

ject at least 2 1/2 divisions into the Middle East to

counter a significant threat from the Soviet Union,

“We can’t do this now in timely fashion,” said

Warner at the time, citing a shortage of airlift and

sealift which he said mil hobble U.S. capability at

least until 1985. Warner since has retired.

What’s more, the buildup for the Bright Star

exercises, planned to run through Novemberand up
to mid-December, bears no resemblance to the

kind of hurry-up movements that would be

required in event of a crisis outbreak in the Middle

East where quick response could mean the differ-

ence between victory and defeat.

The exercises have been in the planning process

for many months. Of particular importance,

equipment to support the two-battaiion Egyptian

desert maneuvers has been assembled and moved
overseas well in advance of the actual combat-type

maneuvers. A shipload of tanks and armored per-

sonnel carriers left Savannah, Georgia, Oct. 24 and

is due to arrive in Alexandria^ Egypt, Monday,

about a week before U.S. Army troops engage in

combined training with Egyptian troops in the

desert.

Other military equipment began arriving in

Egypt by air several days ago, according to Pen-

tagon sources.

The magnitude of the effort to deploy a force as

small as two battalions of U.S. Army troops and
fighter plane units with their supftorting elements is

underscored by this statistics. The Pentagon said

that the effort for the Egyptian phase of the exer-

cises will take about 450 sorties by C-141 and C-5
transport planes. A sortie is a single flight by a single

plane. The military airlift command was unable to

say how many airplanes will be used in shuttling

back and forth across the Atlantic between the

United States and Egypt.

Perhaps the most spectacular event of the plan-

ned exercises will be a jump by paratroopers from
the 82nd Airborne Division into the Egyptian
desen on Nov. 14.

Also part of the oveT-ali Bright Star exercise will

be a nonstop flight by six B-52 bombers from the
United States to drop explosives on a weapons
range in the Egyptian desert. B-52 were used by the
Carter administration to demonstrate U.S. concern
about the Gulf by ordering the big eight-jet bom-
berson whatwere described as reconnaissance mis-
sions fromGuam to the Indian Ocean-Arabian Sea
area last year.

A project marine landing from navy amphibious
ships on the coast ofOman has been scaled down, at
Omani insistence, and will involve only 1,000

'
•

%
•

1
' \

Marines instead of the 1,800 originally intended by i

U.S. planners. The landing in Oman in eariy^
;

December will be the first by tJ.S. Marines m the
,

:

Arabian Sea-Gulf area, but administrarion offiqalsr
-

said the Omanis apparently want to keep tbe opera-

_

t

-

tion as limited as possible to avoid criticism froniv.
other Arab states that Oman was allowing itselfto

be drawn too closely toward U.S. interests, ’= ^ !

The planned activities in Sudan and Somalia are
^j

quite small and appear mainly symbolic . -1

In Sudan, which recentlywon U.S. agreement
speed deliveries of tanks and other military

;

harf-
ware, about 350 U.S. Army Special Forces tfoop- rj

ers, navy unconventional warfare specialists antiwar*
force personnel wiB engage in what the Pentagsm ’tfi

called“a joint exercise with Sudanese mflitarygjfcw
sonnel,” ft was understood that thiswould encoa* v / ,

pass three daysofworking with the Sudaneseon the

problems of dealing with enemy-'infiltraifon irrdff-
:

u.-!

.ficujt terrain. «•*]

In Somalia, about300 U.S, Andyand AirForce

!

engineers and medical personnel wfll cany out such r
-

chores as working on an m'rffeW at/Bei^re and-
helping .Somali medical personnel
administration tasks, as well as possTjfyprovfdiflg
some patient care at a hospital. (AP)
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Anti-bribery campaign
begins in Soviet Union

Antonovs Feature

By Bryan Brmnfes

MOSCOW, (AP)— The SovietUnion has
launched a fresh campaign againstcorruption
in daily life by strengthening bribery lawsand
reportedly sending a special message to
Communist Party members asking for their
vigilance.

Soviet sources say an unusual letter is being
read aloud at meetings of assembled party
members, briefing: them on the campaign
against bribe-taking by store dorks, transport
workers, doctors, nurses, hospital orderlies
and others involved in the distribution of
goods and services.

Additionally, the parliament of the Rus-
sian Federation — the largest of the Soviet
Union's IS republics — strengthened its
criminal code recently, broadening anti-
corruption laws to include low-level emp-
loyees as well as more senior nffirfaia

The changes in the law were announced
recently by the Soviet trade union newspaper
Trud what was believed to be the first
announcement of the measures to the general
public. The other republics are likely to fol-
low the Russian example.

Soviet newspapers regularly report the
prosecution and sentencing of corrupt offi-
cials, and Russians frequently complain that
they must pay bribes to obtain quality medi-
cal care and scarce food, consumer goods and
services.

But the reading of the Communist Party
letter and announcement of the revised law
indicate stronger measures are needed to

curb corruption.

Soviet ideology claims that crime and cor-

ruption will be eliminated by socialism, which
it says erases distinctions between rich and
poor and the need for dishonesty in obtaining
life's necessities.

A knowledgeable Soviet source said that
the reading of“closed" letters to assembled
party members is a rarely used device.

Another such letter reportedly was read last

August warning the estimated 18 million

partymembers that the Soviet Union is facing
a difficult harvest this year and food must be
conserved.

To explain the new laws and encourage
strictly enforcement, Trud Published an
interview recently with Lev D. Smirnov, the

vice chairman of the Russian Federation Sup-
reme Court. Smirnov was quoted as saying

previous corruption laws were aimed at

supervisory officials— such as managers of
stores or restaurants. But corruption, he
added, goes on at lower levels as well.

“An ordinary mechanic in a radio repair

shop, a cleric in a tailor shop, a nurse and
hospital orderly, a worker in a store or a
warehouse— all these cannot be described as

officials," he said.

“Nevertheless, among them are people who
do not want to perform their jobs without an
additional reward, and who are ready for an
illegal reward to help out in purchasing scarce
items from stores, warehouses and so forth.”

Underthe newlaw, lower-level corruption
is punishable by a year of reduced wages or a
fine of up 100 rubles ($147).;

Only stami

SWISS POLLUTION. Despite its reputation as the land of Alpine beauty, tills photowas taken by forecasters ofdoomwho foresee a time
when they may be faced with wearing gasmasks m order to survive. They complain that Switzerland's city areas^ mountain regions are
noticeably more polluted than in die past. World pollution experts take the view that it is aD part of a world-wide trend caused by
automobile and airplane traffic. _

Only stamp collectors recognize Barbuda

Residents’ main worries are Antigua, becoming
UNITED NATIONS— Forget Afghanis-

tan and El Salvador. The real takeover threat

these days is in Barbuda. That's right, Bar-

buda. Okay, you never heard of the place.

Neither have most people, which doesn't

bother Barbudans much. Barbuda is no

industrial or strategic giant, and if s not part

of the Third. Worid.
It's more like an other world nation— a

tiny Caribbean paradise whose chief exports

are sand and stamps, whose wealthiest

inhabitant may be the grocery-store

operator, whose goats, horses, cows and

sheepoutnumber its citizens, and whose peo-

ple worry about a takeover by the so-called

“civilized" world.

Barbuda's Eden-like character stems in

good part from its common ownership of

almost ah of the island's 62 square miles of

land. That means no mortage payments or

rental costs— natives just plant plots where

they please «— and no class conflict to speak

of. "Since everyone has basic rights to land,

there's little difference in power among Bar-
budans," says anthropologist Riva
Berleaot-Shiller, who has lived there.

Poverty isno problem."There’sxkfhunger

in Barbuda," says Hflborne Frank, chairman

of the Barbuda Council. “If aman is hungry

and a fisherman has fish, hewillghte the man
some.” Gwen Bucci, an American who

recently returned from a visit to Barbuda,

adds, “they're a very healthy and proud peo-

ple. Nobody looks hungry,
, and though

there’s no dentist, they aD seem to have nice

teeth."

Mostly the 1,200 islanders— two thirds of

whom are- children — relax on unspoiled

beaches, look for lobster among coral reefs,

hunt or watch an incoming plane.

Five months of the year this plane brings in

the island’s few vacationers, who shell out

$290 a person nightly to stay at Barbuda’s

only hotel, the 30-room Coco Point But

there's no Club Med, no hippie holdouts, not

even an obscure voodoo cult. Stamp collec-

tors, who will buy nearly $1 million ofBarbu-

dan philatelic specials this year, are among
the few foreigners who have even heard of
the island.

That’s how Barbudans would like matters

to stay. But the outside worid— in this case

the nearby resort island ofAntigua, aided by
Britain — may not be capable -of leaving a

good thing alone.

In granting Antigua its independence, Bri-

tain decided that the most appropriate future

for Barbuda would be to incorporate it into

its tourist-happy neighbor— a notion Bar-

budans have been struggling against.

Barbudans don* tstruggle with tanks (there

are no gas stationson the island) or with guns

(the place is also devoid of violent crime).

They simply plead with Britain.

ButevidentlyBritainnolongerappreciates
the importance of keeping Barbuda under its

benign thumb. “We’re not in the business of
being colonialists anymore,” says Stanley

arthur, high commissioneT of Barbados and
Britain’s leading representative in the West
Indies.

That's an very well for old imperialists to

say, but Ifs not very satisfying^ Barbuda,
which since 1976 ; has been a semi-

autonomous dependency ofAntigua, with its

own elected council and a representative in

the Antiguan parliament.

Ifs not merely that Barbudans don’t espe-

cially like Antiguans, which they don’t

Diann Beazer, a 23-year-old who completed
her secondary-school education on Antigua,

says other students often picked fights with

her because she was, a Barbudan. “Ifs not

hidden. You can feelthe antagonism between
the two people,” she remarks.

"Antiguans treat us like third-class citi-

zens,” says Barbuda council chairman Frank.

“Under the Antiguan constitution we would
become like slaves to them.”
Barbudans remember, for example, Anti-

gua’s support for the 1977 "poo-poo pro-

ject” before the Barbuda Council. Under
that proposal a northeastern U.S. company
would have brought in tanks of human

excrement, spread it over parts of the island

to dry and return it to the United States as

fertilizer. One local lawyer explained to a
group of concerned islander "An American
company is going to transport all tkepoo-poo
released by all the high-class, well-fed white

people in Boston.”

The U.S. company was to spend $7.5 mil-

lion to build a deep-waterharbor at Barbuda,

and to provide jobs for the islanders, who
would have bagged the dried dung. The locals

adamantly opposed the plan.

Barbudans preferred to stick to selling

stamps and $25,000 a month of their top-

quality fine sand, which is how much the

nearby island of Guadeloupe, St Croix and

Martinique need to mix with their rougher

volcanic sand to make cement

Another product Barbudans want to leave

in the outside worid is marijuana. Erie Bur-

ton, the grocery-store owner who is Bar-

buda's representative in the Antiguan parli-

ament, says he is afraid the Antiguans will

allow rastafarians from Jamaica to return to

the island to plant the weed. A few months
ago Burton got the police to rid Barbuda of

the “rastas” when they tried to "seed the

island”

But chiefly the Barbudans worry that,

tourist-happy Antigua will destroy their

paradise by allowing ownership and
development of land. They have visions of.

Antigila-run casinos and of organized crime

being attracted to their peaceful island.

Grocer Burton, who claims that Antiguans

have already begun chopping wood to clear

sites, says, “we want the Antiguans to have

nothing to do with our land." Anthropologist

Berieant-Schiller adds,
4
‘Antiguan- style

tourism would definitely destory the Barbuda
way of life.”

It should have suprised nobody, then,

when an overwhelming majority of Barbu-
dans recently elected councflmen who stood

for independence from Antigua. Lloyd
Jacobs, who became Antigua’s first ambas-

sador to the United Nations, says, "histori-

cally the people of the two islands have lives

together as one. This “independence” is just

the whim of a few people who would set

themselves up as king and duke," But his

view is not shared by many Barbudans.
,

Jacobs insists that his larger, more power-

ful island of 70,000 has helped tiny Barbuda
over the years. Antigua collects import duties

and sells Barbudan stamps in return for pro-

viding its dependent neighbor with 12 school

teachers, some civil servants, two nurses and

15 policemen (viewed by Barbudans as an

occupying force).

A fully independent Barbuda appears far-

fetched, especially since the majority of the

island’s inhabitants are children. Neverthe-

less, the Barbudan council recently will rec-

ognized their island as an independent

nation, even if nobody else does.

The Barbudans have prepared a declara-

tion for the occasion, signed by nearly every

one of the island's400 adults. It states; “We

‘ civilized’
will establish a lawful separate territ-

ory-founded on liberty, based on tolerance

and respect for internationally recognized
human rights and concerned to further the

quality of life,"

They have been encouraged by the success

of the tiny island of Anguilla in gaining dc

facto independence not long ago. In 1969
Britain announced pfens to grant St Kitts

independence and control over Anguilla,

whose 6,000 people then revolted. It was an

embarrassing, though bloodless, affair, a
comic opera of sorts. A few hundred English

paratrodps, marines and policemen had to be
dropped on the island to end the uprising, but

in the end the British gave in.

If this doesri twork forBarbuda, perhapsh
could persuade a couple of Sandinistas from
Nicaragua to spend some time catching fish

on the island. That might scare the Reagan
administration enough to take Barbuda
under its wind and rescue it from any outsid-

ers.
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Italy hopes
to save its

leaning tower
By Robert McCartney

ROME (AP)— For more than 800 years
the leaning tower of Pisa has looked as
though its about to fall over. Now the Italian

government is planning to spend 15 billion

lire ($12 million) to make sure it doesn't.

Scientists who measure the angfe of the
celebrated campanile, or bell-tower, say it's

increasing its tilt by about 1.25 millimeters

(one-twentieth of an inch) each year.

"We don’t know wben, but it will certainly

fell if it continues to tip at the current rate,"

Giuseppe Toniolo, chairman of the commit-

tee responsible for the monument, toid the

Associated Press in a telephone interview.

One tower expert has predicted it will topple

in 30 to 40 years if nothing is done.

Heeding the suggestion ofton international

commission, the Italian Senate appropriated
funds this week for a four-year project to

keep the tower from tilting any further.

Under the plan, an electric pump will be
installed to maintain the pressure in an
underground layer of water about 50 meters
below the tower. Scientists have noticed that

the tower increases its tilt when the pressure

below is weak, and remains steady when
pressure is high.

“The tilt accelerates at the end of the year,

wben there isn’t much rain and the pressure

drops," Livio Trevisan, a professor of geol-

ogy at the University of Pisa, said in a tele-

phone interview.

The pump itself will be on the surface, and
water win be pumped underground through
at least four pipes to be sunk at various points
around the tower and the Pisa cathedral next
to it, Toniolo said.

The state fends will also reimburse Pisa for

admission money lost while the tower is shut

during the work — although the dates and
duration of the closing haven1

1 yet been fixed.

The Chamber of Deputies must still

approve the project, but Toniolo and others
are sure it will pass without difficulty, Christ-

ian Democrat Sen. Giuliano Gussor who
sponsored the bill in the'Senate, said it was
“ necessary and urgent because of the dangers
deriving from the increase in the phenome-
non of inclination of the tower.”
The tower, begun in 1173; started to tilt

almost immediately after it was constructed

because the ground shifted underneath.
Standing 54 meters high, it leans 5.1 meters
off the perpendicular.

Gero Geri, a professor at the Pisa Institute

of Topography, said after his annual meas-
urement of the tower last July that it would
collapse by 2010 or 2020 unless it were
strengthened.

There have been proposals to build a cage
of steel bars to enclose the tower, or a huge
statue to sit next to it and provide support
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Brain studied as key to behavior
By Harry Nelson

LOS ANGELES — Brain researchers

believe they have identified the center in the

brain responsible for “coffee jitters." It is a

tiny bundle of nerve cells deep within the

brain that the same researchers earlier had
identified as being involved with the kind of

anxiety suffered by drug addicts when they

are in withdrawal.

This same neuron dustermay play a role in

causing the pathological anxiety experienced

by some non-addicted people, according to

Dr. D.E. Redmond Jr. of Yale’s
NeurobehavioraJ Laboratory.

His report was one of 3,300 given here at

the week long meeting of the Society for

Neuroscience of subjects ranging from mem-
ory and sleep to mental retardation.

Among the highlights:

— Recombinant DNA techniques soon

will be used to make nerve cell transmitters

and other brain chemicals to be used to study

“bow genetics are expressed in the brain.

— Scientists are finding more anatomical

differences in male and female brains that

someday may lead to relating specific per-

sonality features with brain structures.

— Anew research device at the University

of California Los Angeles enables scientists

to see what happens biochemically in the

brain when we thmk, read or listen to music.

The same device can pinpoint with 100 per-

cent accuracy the site of an epileptic seizure.

The meeting disclosed a growing relation-

ship between basic researchers studying

neurophysiology and clinician s who are

applying the findings to human problems.

One example is the practical fallout that has

come from the work of Redmond involving

coffee jitters and drug withdrawaL

It is well known that discontinuation of

heroin and methadone following prolonged

use produces a number of distressing symp-

toms, including anxiety. Several years ago

Redmond and other Yale researchers disco-
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vered that the center of this activity in ani-

mals is a bundle of neurons called the locus

coeruleus.

That nerve center is located in the brain

near the top of the spinal cord in a region

involved with controlmg respiration and
heart rate. It consists of less than 20,600 of

the 1 billion ormore neurons in the brain, yet

it supplies 70 percent of one of the brain’s

chief nerve impulse transmitters.

Despite its small size, branches ofthe locus

coeruleus extend into many parts of the

brain, producing a stimulating effect.

The transmitter is called norepinephrine.
Redmond and other Yale scientists including

Dr. George Agahajanian, found that heroin
achieves its pacifying effect by causing activ-

ity in the locus coeruleus to slow down.
Conversely, stopping the drug causes a

rebound in unaccustomed activity by that
nerve center, resulting in the unpleasant
withdrawal symptoms.

Recently they found that a drug called

clonidme, which has been widely used to treat

high blood pressure, inhibits activity by the

locus coeruleus in a manner similar to heroin
or methadone.

The drug has made it possible for 99 out of

100 addicts who previously had been unable

.

to detoxify from heroin to do so. The high

detoxification success rate suggests that fail-

ure to detoxify may he due asmuch to chemi-
cal activity in the addict? s brain as to lack of

motivation.
- More recently, animal experiments indi-

cated that caffeine and theophylline, the

stimulants present in coffee and tea respec-

tively, appear to cause an overreaction bythe
locus coeruleus in a maimersimilar to heroin.

Likewise, their withdrawal causes similar

—

although much milder— unpleasant symp-
toms.

The locus coeruleus may be involved also

with panic and anxiety states that have
nothing to do with addiction withdrawal. Part

of the evidence is that all of the anti-anxiety

drugs now in use act on that nerve center.

An understanding of the basic
neuorophysiology will help researchers

target more specific treatments for various

types of anxiety.
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D . i Whites warned against insulting Zimbabweans
JKllTnflri 1^ GATOOMA, Zimbabwe. Nov, g (Agen- Mugabe, who bus beau touring the coon- employees as "dogs." wrc to be warm

UJU\/AMwt3 cies) — In a renewed attack against racism tfyside for two months addressing supporters In histourofthe country Mu^be has often jug news agency Set thetowsbycillli

Saturday, Zimbabwe Prime Minister Robert forthe first time since independence April 1 8 signledout whites for criticism. On Fnday, he eminent statetnanjof Africa s
;

JTB* • \ Mugabe warned members ofthe white minor- last year, charged that the 190,000 whites threatened to seize landowned by whites who independent country.
- ^||TT ity against insulting blacks. had “not changed their racial attitudes." failed to pay decent wages to their black in an interview Saturday withUUvllul VC I (I.I fr* Mugabe, addressingcheering supponers at Until Mugabe led Zimbabwe to indepen- workers. Whites traditionally owned most jouraaliss. Mugabe himalfrecogi

a rally in Gatooma, 128 fans southwest of deuce whites for nine decades rated the ter- good farm land m Zimbabwe and control aid he had received from Belgrade,
m.

Salisbury, also urged workeis not to take any
L **-- -T ' — mnnht««Uunoorthutuimowhin*i,

further abuse by their white bosses.

Speaking in the local Sbona dialect,

Mugabe said, “from today I give you permis-

sion to“hif ’ every onewho callsyou a kaffir'’

•Sr- an Arabicword meaning infidel, long used
by some whites to insult blacks.

BUCHAREST, Romania, Nov. 8 (AP)—
An unprecedented peace offensive launched
.by economically troubled Romania was vie-
wed by observers as an effort to discourage
Soviet demands for higher military spend-

Romanian officials would notcomment on
unconfirmed reports that the Soviets bad
their Warsaw Pact allies for higher military
Spending to offset an increased threat from
the West.

The observers, however, pointed out that

Romania had stunned Communist leaders in

a 1978 Moscow summit by defying a Kremlin
call for higher military spending.

Romania’ speace offensive started one day
after OcL 27-30 meeting of the Warsaw Pact
council ended in Budapest. A terse com-
munique on the meeting said problems of
“current activity” and “adequate recommen-
tations” were' discussed.
On Oct. 31, Romanian party chief Nicolae

Ceausescu chaired a meeting of the national

council of the Socialist Unity front — a

Communist-dominated organization —
which launched a dramatic appeal for disar-

mament and peace.

It urged Romanians to join anti-war

demonstrations and demanded that military

expenditures be frozen at the 1981 level and

that military budgets until 1 985 were reduced

by “at least” ten percent.

Since then Romanian papeis were flooded

with editorials, which— among other things

— condemned the deployment of medium-
range missiles :in Europe’s East and West.

Radio and television devoted part of their

programs to comments and round-table talks

on the subject.

Television screens and newspaper photos
prominently showed placards at such rallies,

which called for“Peace on Earth” No mis-

siles in Europe” and “No Neutron Bombs”.
Unlike similar demonstrations in Westerm

Europe, the general atmospehre in Romania
seemed without anti-American overtones.

Mugabe, who has been touring the coun- employees as “dogs."

tryside for two months addressing supporters In his tourofthe country Mugabe has often

forthe first time since independence April 1 8 signledout whites forcriticism.On Friday, he

last year, charged that the 190,000 whites

had “not changed their racial attitudes."

Until Mugabe led Zimbabwe to indepen-

dence whiles for nine decades rated the ter-

ritory, previously the British colony of

Rhodesia. “It is the blood and sweat of the

workers that has made these, people mil-

Ifonaries,” Mubage said ofrich white owners
of farms, factories, mines and businesses.

Mugabe charged thatsome whites referred

to him as a kaffir and others spoke of their

Greece said not quitting NATO

signledout whites for criticism.On Friday, he

threatened to seize landowned by whiteswho
failed to pay decent wages to their black

workers. Whites traditionally owned most

good farm land in Zimbabwe and control

most facets of the economy.

On Monday, Mugabe arrives in Belgrade

for a five-day visit to Yugoslavia, which gave

him invaluable suppon when he was fighting

the guerrilla war for independence.

As a guerrilla leader he visited Yugoslavia

On three occasions, but Monday's stay is his

first as prime minister, and his welcome is

sure to be warm. The offidfct Yugoslav Tan-
jug news agency Set the tone by calllaghim an
''eminent statetnanjof Africa’s youngest,
independent country." -

In an interview Saturday with Yugoslav
joumalists. Mugabe himself recognized the
aid he had received from Belgrade, not only
in political support but in more tangible form,
including weapons.

The Namibian problem is expected tobe at

the center of his talks with Yugoslav leaders.

The official government newspaper Barba
quoted Mm as stressing the importance of
finding a rapid solution and checking South
Africa's “delaying tactics."

AMSTERDAM, Nov. 8 (AFP)— Dutch
Foreign Minister Max van der Steel said on
his retun from Greece Saturday nightthat the

new Socialist regime there did not give the

impression it would threated to leave the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO).
He said Greek President Andreas Papan-

dreou and Foreign Minister Ioannis Hara-
lamnopulos indicated they win adopt a criti-

cal but constrictive attitude toward the ten-

nation Europpean Economic Community
(EEC).

As to Greece' s objection to anEEC decla-

ration on the mission of the troops that sev-

eral member countries might contribute to a

mud-national buffer force in the Sinai penin-

sula. Van der Stoel said Greece merely

objected to the proposed wording, but that

problem had been resolved several days ago.

But be said be did not think a joint ten-

nation Sinai declaration was likely in the

immediate future because the question ofthe
political framework for such a declaration

was not yet settled.
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Mexican CommunistParty disbands
MEXICO CITY, Nov. 8 (R)— Mexico’s

Communist Party, one of the oldest in the

world, has formally dissolved itself to help

form a new broad-left group which will fight

next yeafs presidential elections. The deci-

sion was adopted Friday after an extraordi-

nary party congress, the last in its 62-year

history.

The Communists and four small left-wing

groups, who were not yet legally registered as
parties, decided aftermonths ofdiscussions to

merge and form the United Socialist Party of

Mexico (PSUM) . The PSUM, still to name its

presidential candidate, will try to wrest as

many votes as possible away from the ruling

Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) in

the elections next July.

While the showingofthe new leftist party is

awaited with interest, the election of the PRI
candidate, Miguel- de la Madrid Hurtado, is

virtually assured.

The all-powerefulPRI dominates Mexican
political life at every level and has not lost a
major election in over 50 years.
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Quarrel over count’s will NdHOflS UT§€(i Union with CapeJVerde abandoned

French notice nrohe tnhnnnrrights New framework for Guinea-Bissau plannedA K VlIVII ilW UiUMV ft/ rtunui 1 tm0K Nov g (R) _ A year^^ The coup transferred the balance of both Guinea-Bissau and the Cape Verde
_ MANILA, Nov. 8 (AFP)— The majority coup which severed Guinea-Bissau's close power toGuinean blacks, butdidnot resultin Islands, 400 miles to the northwest.^ 1^ A „J _^— ofgovernmentsdo not observe their interna- links with the Cape Verde Islands, the young a wholesale purge of Cape Verdeans from ^ was f d d with^ Dfan^ f*H 51 1 51 11 m 11 OV*C tional convention commitments, particularly west African country has reached a new government. eventualmereer between Guinea-Bissau andAd WildICaU 111 111 UC1 9 ^ Universal Declaration on Human Rights. crossroads in its history. Vieira, the new bead of state, is a pure- Ve

BERGERAC, Southwest France, Nov. 8
(AFP)— Police were Sunday unraveling the
brutal double murder of Countess Anne-
Marie Boudet, 55, and her son Jacques, 32. in

what family members alleged was a family
quarrel over the chateau.

Police have charged with murder Jacques
Genaud De la Mariiere, 33-year-old son-in-

law of the countess,who they said had confessed

to the crime committed last Wednesday in the

cellar of the family chateau at nearby

Laraonzie-Saini-Maitin.

Police said that although the accused

refused to explain the motive, othermembers
of the family claimed that it was caused by a

quarrel over the will of the late Count
Boudet, who died of cancer six months ago.

The count, descendant of a general enno-
bled by Napoleon, married in 1949 and the

couple had three daughters and a son. The
count left everything to his wife but his sec-

ond daughter, Laurence, 24-year-old wife of

De la Mariiere, and her husband contested

this. They demanded a share of the inheri-

tance and the sale of the chateau, valued at 1

0

million francs (about $1,800,000).

Family sources said that the countess and
her son refused to discuss this claim and con-
tinued to work hard growing vegetables and
cultivating a small vineyard on the chateau's

100 hectares.

Police were called in early Wednesday
morning when a motorist reported finding a

car ablaze, with two bodies in it, near the

main highway beside the chateau. The coun-

tess and her son were -immediately identified,

and police believed there had been a car acci-

dent until autopsies showed that both their

skulls had been smashed in.

Police said
-

Sunday' that De la Mariiere

admitted calling in at the chateau just before

midnight, and visiting the cellar with Jacques,

whom he murdered by hitting him over the

head with a log.

Mancagedfor24years
JAKARTA, Nov. S (AFP) — A 41-

year-old man regarded as mentally ill was
kept in a cage for the past 24 years near
Jogjakarta in central Java, it was reported
in this Indonesian capital Sunday.
The man, now released from a small

cage measuring 2 meters by 1 5 meters
(six feet by 4.5 feet), had been locked up
by his parents who thought they could thus

cure his lost memory, the daily Sinar
Harapan said.

The man, extremely weak and pale,

could hardly speak, when he was released
by local authorities on discovering the

cage.

MANILA, Nov. 8 (AFP) — The majority

ofgovernmentsdo not observe their interna-

tional convention commitments, particularly

the Universal Declaration on Human Rights,

International Red Cross delegates have been

told here.

In a working paper on human rights sub-

mitted to the 24th International Red Cross

conference, the Swedish Red Cross also

noted that the United Nations and other

international bodies bad failed properly to

monitor compliance with these international

agreements

Adrafr resolution on torture urged gov-

ernments to take “greater efforts
1' to ensure

respect for human rights. The resolution also

called on the United Nations a new conven-

tion against torture and provide for effective

enforcement.
"Flagrant violations of human rights that

do take place axe not being challenged either

within the U.N. system, or for instance within

the Europeaa Council,'* the report said.

The Swedish Red Cross urged the whole
Red Cross organization to" widen its ideolog-

ical discussion, thus covering human, rights

issues in general, and not concentrate only on
humanitarian problems in times of warfare.’'

coup which severed Guinea-Bissau's close

links with the Cape Verde Islands, the young
west African country has reached a new
crossroads in its history.

The ruling African Party for the Indepen-
dence of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde
(PAIGC), controlled by the faction which
seized power on Nov. 14 last year, began an
extraordinary congress in Bissau- Sunday.
The congress is due to elect an institutional

leadership to replace the self-appointed

Council of the Revolution, led by Maj. Joao
Bernardo Vieira, which deposed former Pres-

ident Luis Cabral.

The 301 delegates will work out a new
political course for Guinea-Bissau, now that

its plans for eventual union with the Cape
Verde Islands have been abandoned and the

Cape Verdean wing of the PAIGC has split

away.The congress is also likely to work out a
new framework for government, according to

Education Minister Mario Cabral, who is

spokesman for the Council of the Revolution.
Last year's coup took place amid growing

public frustration with chronic food shor-

tages, economic disorder and widespread
corruption, all of which were blamed on the

ruling elite of mixed race Cape Verde islan-

power toGuinean blacks, butdidnot resultin

a wholesale purge of Cape Verdeans from

government.

Vieira, the new head of state, is a pure-

blooded black Guinean and replaces a presi-

dent of Cape Verdean descent. But several

top Cape Verdean officials, including Trans-

port Minister Manuel dos Santos, have

retained their posts.

The Cape Verdeans originally came to

Guinea-Bissau to work as Use backbone of

Portugal's colonial administration in the

country. They formed Guinea-Bissau’s edu-

cated elite and were at the forefront of the

PAIGC s struggle for the independence of

BRIEFS

Islands, 400 miles to the northwest.

The party was founded with the ideal ofan
eventual merger between Guinea-Bissau and
Cape Verde, but after the two States became
independent in 1974 and 1975 respectively,

the dream turned sour.

Cabral and several ofhis closest colleagues
have been imprisoned without trial since the
coup and are something of an embarrassment
to the government The Bissau authorities

have come under strong international pres-

sure to release Cabral and his fate will be
discussed by the PAIGC congress, which

ends on Nov. 14, the anniversary ofthe coup.

LONDON (AFP) — Princess Anne left

London Sunday for New Delhi en route to

the Nepalese capital of Katmandu, for a

1 0-day visit in connection with Britain's Save

the Children Fund, ofwhich she is patron.

STUTTGART (AFP) — The Yougoslav
Cultural Center here was bombed Sunday
apparently by Croatian nationalists. There

was heavy damage to the building but no
casualties, police said.

LONDON (AP) — Sir Lionel Heald, 84,

who served in both World Wars and was
attorney general from 1951 to 1954 in the

government of Sir Winston Churchill, died at

his borne in suburban Guildford Saturday, his

family announced.

SEOUL (AFP) — That Prime Minister

Gen. Prem Tinsulanonda arrived in Seoul

from Japan: Sunday for a two-day official

visit, and was greeted by South Korean Prime
Minister Nam Duck-Wop.
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—

Capital Funds exceed US$ 291 million and total

assets US$ 5300 million. The Head Office and
branch of the Bank of Credit & Commerce Inter-

/
national S.A., in Luxembourg enable you to /

eA#*oUi»Q-
mafce full use of the unique advantages offered in /

Luxembourg which include:- /

1. Total confidentiality of investor's affairs /

by the laws of Luxembourg. /

2. . The benefits of being able to open and /

operate an accounts in Luxembourg /. ..."

without actually going there. /

3. Investments and deposits made by
non-residents ara totally tax-free and

/
••

'

there is no withholding tax on I -
.

;

v

interest or dividends.

4. Luxembourg is a stable, pros- / . y \T'

parous financial centre in heart of [
European Economic Community. F-

Mall this coupon for your FREE
copy of "international and
Personal Banking in Luxembourg" to

Bank of Credit and Commerce
International s.a. 39 Boulevard Royal, p.o.boxioos,

Luxembourg. Telex 2812 BCCI LULU
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\bmenia
The FlyingAmbassador

ofArabia Felix

ATHENS
LARNACA

DAMASCUS

KUWAIT

CAIRO ^ \ \

\brnen Airways \v\
Announces the beginning of the first

linefrom Jeddah to Addis Ababa ^

Aden — Djibouti — Bombay —
effective November, 1st. 1981 khartoum

on progressive modem
Boeing 727 — 200
in addition to normal flights addis ababa

Yemenia also would like to divert the

attention ofpassengers flying on

Jeddah — Lamaca in Cyprus that the

time ofthe departure for thisflight has

been changed — to be on Sunday
morning at 10:30 a.m. Yemenia offers

you full comfort and an accurate

timetable on~the progressive Boeing

727- 200.

dhahra>w_^"^h

BAHRAIN / 4 -
//ABU DHABIX MUSQAT

.JEDDAH

BOMBAY

'SANAA

DJIBOUTI

HOOEIDA

with immediate connection via SANAA ’

ForMore Details Please Contact

:

Kfemenia
Head Office: KingAbdul Aziz Street,

Maghrabi Building— Jeddah .

Tel: 6440043 — 6433169 and all our

Travel Agents in the Kingdom.
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To protect prices

Libya urges cutback
inOPEC production

news Econom MONDAY, NOVEMBER V* 081

BEpUTT, Nov. 8 (AP) — Libyan Oil million barrels as a concession for agreement
Minister Abdelsalam Zagaar said members on die base price,
ot the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Zagaar said Libya planned to increase its

Countries should cut their oil production by production levels now that the price has been
3.5 to 4 million barrels per day to reduce the unified. He aid the 54 differential charged for
surplus on world markets and protect prices, Libyan crude “is reasonable and it has the
a Lebanese newsletter reported Sinidev. approval of everybody in the organization."
“There is a surplus in the market which is But he added that the fact that Nigeria was

seated by oversupply and by the overstock- charging $1 less definitely is a problem."
uig by consumercountries. The latter are now In Caracas, Venezuelan Energy and Mines
destocking to put pressure on prices." Zagaar Minister Humberto Calderon Berti was
was quoted as saying in the weeklyA* -Nakar quoted Saturday as saying thatOPEC is con-

Araft Report and Memo , sidering a plan to help Third World nations in

“ I estimate this surplus to be ofthe orderof their ou purchases,

two to three million barrels per day. We pro- The minister made the statements to jour-

ducers have to do something to protect our oalists on a return flight from India where he

prices," he added. The combined daily out- accompanied President Luis Herrera Cam-
put of the 13-nation OPEC cartel is about 20 pins on an official visit, according.to the

million barrels a day. English-language local newspaper the Daily

Libya has been hard hit by the glut on the journal.
international market mainly as a result of its “Venezuela proposed this idea a long time
high Price of$40 for Libyan light crude which ag<Jt bui it has only been with the success of
wasjip effect until OPEC nations agreed late the Venezuelan-Mexican plan in the Carib-
lastmonth to unify prices at S34 a barrel. ^an Basin that the OPEC ministers have
The north African oil-producing country decided to consider this project seriously.” he

has been forced to cut back on output from said.
1.5 million barrels per dav to between
700,000 and 750,000 barrels,* which Zagaar Mexico and Venezuela agreed last year to
said was the current daily output. supply central American and Caribbean
Zagaar1

s statements came after the Oct. 29 counfries with 160,000 barrels of ofl on
OPEC meeting in Geneva when oil ministers favorable credit terms. The suppliers charge

agreed on the new unified base price of S34. the prevailing world rates for the oil but

Saudi Arabia, has agreed to reduce its pro- return 30 percent of the cost in the form of a
Juction from 9.5 million barrels a day to 8.5 five-year loan at four percent annual interest.

Laos abounds in natural wealth
VIENTIANE, Nov. 8 (AFP)— Though talism and smal1 independent pit*

Laois is one of the 25 countries with the The last two categories are the bigge:

vest income, it paradoxically has rich “Relationships in production shoul

unexploited natural resources. form to the character and level of tl

So there are some good cards for carrying ductive forces." commented Laotian

out the country’s five-year plan, the first munist theoreticians,

year of which has just elapsed. Agriculture, the backbone c

But there are also heavy handicaps. Laos economy, is “backward," admits A
war depend on foreign aid for 4 number of tune Deputy Minister Latsmy Khai
years yet. Forced collectivization of farmers

Pex-capita income is under $100 a year. Only 40 percent of farmers belt

On the other hand there are underlined cooperatives (merely loose groups),

land"and un-cut forests, unmined tin, man- Irrigation is old-fashioned. Use <

ganese, bauxite, etc., and hydro-electric tOizers and insecticides is limited. B
potential. Laos is as big as West Germany yeax*s rice harvest was 1,200,000

bufc.only has three million inhabitants to enough to feed the population,

feed. Above all, Laotian peasants onl)

However, there are many obstacles to one rice crop a year, during the rain
1 economic development. Landlocked Laos son. Thus they work only 120 days a

must get its supplies through Thailand. It “If we just worked twice as mu<
lacks competent managerial cadremen. The would be rich," commented one o
road network is summary. The government hopes increased ini

.
The people show more family-first indi- and emulation will inspire fanners to

vidualism than collective solidarity. A new soil an average of200 days. But it is to

economic orientation decided on in 1 979 persuade a Laotian peasant to work n
makes Laos unique among Communist order to nourish city folk and to expo
countries. People say that Laos is a “ social- when his family already has enough 1

ist state with a capitalist economy.” This Industry provides only three peiw
joke is hardly exaggerated. gross_ internal production and emplo;

Aside from cooperatives and state more than 10,000 people. There are <

capitalist enterprises there are private capi- hundred factories including 80 saw

talism and smal1 independent producers.
The last two categories are the biggest ones.
“Relationships in production should con-
form to the character and level of the pro-
ductive forces." commented Laotian Com-
munist theoreticians.

Agriculture, the backbone of the
economy, is “backward,” admits Agricul-
ture Deputy Minister Latsmy KhampouL
Forced collectivization of fanners failed.

Only 40 percent of farmers belong to

cooperatives (merely loose groups).

Inigation is old-fashioned. Use of fer-

tilizers and insecticides is limited. But this

year’s rice harvest was 1,200,000 tons,

enough to feed the population.
Above all, Laotian peasants only grow

one rice crop a year, during the rainy sea-

son. Thus they wort only 120 days a year.

“If we just worked twice as much, we
would be rich," commented one official.

The government hopes increased irrigation

and emulation will inspire farmers to till the
soil an average of200 days. But it is tough to
persuade a Laotian peasant to work more in

order to nourish city folk and to export rice

when his family already has enough to eat.

Industry provides only three percent of

gross— internal production and employsnot

more than 10,000 people. There are only a

hundred factories including 80' sawmills.

FOR AllTOUR FURNITURE NEEDS

Al
RIYADH: SITTEEN STREET, 47&-0148/478-0B8T8

478-0687, WASHAM STREET, 4034253.
MEDINA: AL MANAKHAT STREET TEL; 822-1714/8234400

SULTAN STREET.-TEL: 8240202,824-0206,
8240210, 824-0214.

JEDDAH: PRINCE FAHAD CT-.EET (SITTEEN STREET1

TEL: 661-1471. A
QASIM: BURAIDAH- AIRPORT ROAD. ^TR

MEDINA:

JEDDAH:

MORE LIGHT ON SOLAR ENERGY: At the University of East Angfia Is

England scientists are developing a technique called flat-plate Ooorescent collectors, seen

in the picture, which can operate in diffuse sunlight to collect the ever present green light

from the sun’s rays and lengthen Its wavelength to produce a light that can be collected by
solar cells and turned into electrical energy. The basis is a relatively cheap transparent

plastic sheet treated with a dye based on an unusual metal. It wfll lead to fire almost
immediate development of solar units to generate limited amounts ofelectrical energy
for use in water pumping or electrical power.

Hit by inflation

Postal rates hiked in U.S.
By Freeman Gregory
Houston Bureau

HOUSTON Nov. 8— The cost of interna-
tional mailing from the United States
increased recently as a result ofchanges in the
cost of domestic mailing.

Mailing primed material or smali packets
from the United States to Saudi Arabia went
up an average of 4.5 cents Nov. l when the
price of a first class stamp rose from 1 8 cents
to 20 cents, according to U.S. Postal Service

spokesman Ralph Stewart.

He said that the cost of mailing a small
packet or printed material that weighs up to
two ounces increased from 35 cents to 37
cents. The rest of the price jumps are as fol-

low:

— Up to three ounces: from 52 cents to 54
cents.

— Up to four ounces: from 69 cents to-
71*

cents.

Soviet car entry

into U.S.opposed
WASHINGTON, Nov. 8(AFP)— Oppos-

ition to the possible sale in the U.S. of the

Soviet-built four-wheel drive Niva car has
been raised by 22 members of Congress who
want President Ronald Reagan to block any
import licence.

In a letter published here, nine Senators

and 13 representatives from car producing
states expressed concern about the Niva
which has been cleared by environmental
officials and must now be checked for fuel

consumption by the Energy Department.
The letter said: “With the auto industry in

the midst of its worst recession in history, we
do not believe this is an appropriate time to
open the U.S. market to even more foreign
imports.”

— Up to six ounces: from 72 cents to 85
cents.

— Up to eight ounces; from 92 cents to 85
cents.

The postal rate increase was necessitated,

by inflationary pressures, accoi "ng to

Stewart, who also said the Nov. 1 pr s boost

was not the first attempt the postal se» rice has

made to institute a 20 cent charge for mailing

a first-class letter.

When the government raised the price of a

first-class stamp from 1 5 cents to 1 8 cents last

March, the postal services actually requested

a five cent increase instead of the three cent

hike that the U.S. Postal Rates Commission
permitted.

Stewart explained that, in order for the

postal service to obtain any rate increases, it

must submit its request to the rate commis-
sion which examines it for a 10-month
period.

During the examination period, the rate

commission conducts public hearings and, at

the end of the period, the commission issues

its recommendation.
According to Stewart, the postal service’s,

board ofgovernors possesses the authority to'

approve, reject or accept the commission's*

recommendation under protest The gover-

nors also can notify the commission's prop-

osal, he said.

The postal service chose to institute the 18
cent stamp, but did so under protest After-

ward, the postal service governors submitted

their rate hike to judicial review in hope of

acquiring it that way.
When the postal rate commission again

refused to endorse the postal service’s

request for a 20 cent stamp, the board of

governors employed their option to modify
the commission's recommendation and
implemented the 20 cent charge anyway.

The new 20 cent stamps are identified by
the letter “C ” printed on them.
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HEAVY DUTY VEHICLES: PASSENGER CARS:
9.00 R 20 PR 14 SR 670.00 (Set) 165 SR 13 SR 105.00 (Set)

12.00 R 24 PR 18 SR 1270.00 (Set) 165 SR 14 SR 110.00 (Set)

; LIGHT DUTY VEHICLES: 195/70 HR 14 SR 170.00 (Set)

i 6.00x16 PR 6 SR 125.00 (Set) FR 78 x 14TBL SR 140.00

;

7.50 x 16 PR 8 SR 215.00 (Set)

i :

1

—
GR 78 x 15 TBL SR 165.00

EARTH MOVING EQUIPMENT
17.5x25 PR 12 SR 1800.00 (Set)

20.5x25 PR 12
23.5x25 PR 16

SR 2600.00 (Set)

SR 4000.00 (Set)

14.00 x 24 PR 12 SR 950.00 (Set)

29.5 x 29 PR 28 SR 7900.00 (Set)

(Tubeless)

Interested buyers please contact:

Al Bandar

Automotive Co.Ltd.

P.O. Box: 7063 — Jeddah.

Shari Ai-Baladiya Street.

Telephone Nos. 6692198 - 6658365.

Weekly commodities

Tin prices scale new high
LONDON, Nov. 8 (AFP)— Tin and cof-

fee were firm among otherwise dullcommod-
ity markets this week. Record prices were
paid for tin's forward delivery.

Sterling’s firmer trend against the U.S. dol-

lar drained off speculative interest, although

there were general relief among the 'indus-

trial* (metal and rubber) markets at the

return to work of the thousands of British

Leyland workers after a short-lived strike.

Calmer conditions on the political front with

peace initiatives in the Middle East and the

withdrawal of Libyan troops from Chad as'

well as conciliatory moves in Poland all

helped to keep the market stable.

The lower U.S. interest rates provided a
little late encouragement for buyers, but not

sufficient to influence greatly, the overall

trend. Cereals retreated from recent high

levels. Copper-led base metals generally

lowerasconsumerdemand remained limited.

GOLD: Uncertain. Early gains followed

the trend toward lower U.S. interest rates.

But this rise was lost when New York dosed
forelection day Tuesday. Prices subsequently

fluctuated within a very narrow range. The
current secrecy which surrounds gold trading

will be deepened further by the British gov-
ernment's decision not to publish bullion

export details following complaints from
Middle East governments.
CQpPERtEasier. Prices fen back quite

sharply at first in line with New York, and
attracted “chartist" selling. Subsequently a
marginal recovery developed and the market
held steady thereafter.

UN: Firm. Prices were held rock solid by
dealers closely connected with producers. AU

selling offers'were taken up and quotations

for three months deliveryadvancedtoeclipse

the previous peaksestablished in September,

The sharp fall in stocks (down 465 tone to

15,900 tons) made little impression either

way as it is widely known that the bulkOfthe

tin in warehouse is held by these deafen.

LEAD: Dull. Prices recovered from their

worst as “chartisf’ buying developed. A
threat that the strike-hit leawrinc Hare Mine

(Ireland) may be dosed had little effect,

although significantly Milan were fe« pres-

sing.

ZINC: Easier. Active conditions

developed as prices fell back. News from Ire-

land regarding the latest moves to end the

strike, made little impression although the

Hare Mine is normally a major supplier to

European smelters.

SILVER: Easier. The mastivcLrise is mar-
ket stocks, up 760,000 ounces to a record

30320,000 ounces, effectively squashed buy-
ing interest.

ALUMINIUM: Easier. Prices fell to their

lowest this year against the background of
rising market stocks (up 6,925 tons).

Other metals; Cobalt steadied following
plans for a bigger U.S. federal stockpile to be
quoted at 9.00/10.00 (against 8.25/9.75)
dollars/Lb: Quicksilver rose two dollars to

$422/427.

COFFEE: Irregular. Initially firmer with

New York, prices came close to the peak for

the. year reached in July. Monetary move-
ments continued to play an important role in

encouraging profit taking as did the lower

trend in New York.

Mexico puts brakes on car industry
MEXICO City, Nov.S(R)—Hie Mexican

.

government, searching for ways to narrow its

current account deficit, has decided to curb
the growth of the booming domestic car

industry.

While the U.S. auto companies struggle

against losses in the present recession, the

production and safes of their Mexican sub-

sidiaries have remained buoyant— too much
so, according to the government.

Mexican car production in the first eight

months of this year totaled 250,000 units— a

23 percent rise over the corresponding 1 980,

the Mexican Auto Industry Association

(AMIA) said. Sales figures tell a similar

story.

But the impressive increase has been
accompanied by a corresponding rise in Mex-
ico’ s soaring deficit— the government’smain
economic headache.

Last year, Mexico posted a current deficit

of$6.6 billion and much worse was predicted

for 198 1 , after first six-month figuresshowed
a 70 percent rise over die same 1980 period.

The problem facing Mexico’s car industry,

which barely existed five yean ago, is that it

has to import four in every 1 0 parts needed to

assemble the final models. Thus, higher the

production, the higher the levclof imports.

Official figures show that in the first eight .

months ofthis year the foreign trade deficit of

Mexico's car and components industry

amounted to $1.25 billion — almost half

Mexico's trade deficit for the period.

Alarmed by such statistics, the Industrial

Development Ministry, through the state

commission for the car industry, decided late
’

last month to enforce strictly a 1977 decree
linking car production to exports.

Trade sources said the original regulation

was not strictly appliedand that, afteraslump
caused by the 1976 peso devaluation, the

motor industry expanded rapidly in tune with

Mexico's economic boom.
“We have been told that it will now be

enforced to the letter,” one industry source

said.

The regulation means that if any of the car

companies based in Mexico — including

Ford, General Motors. Chrysler, Renault,

Volkswagen and Nissan— want to produce

more units in 1982 than during thisyear, they

will have to increase their exports. Car pro-

duction, in effect, will be virtually stalled at

1981 levels because few of the companies

have the capacity to increase their exports.

Drug firms face

monopoly charge
NEW DELHI, Nov. 8(R)— AWorld

Health Organization official accused

international pharmaceutical firms Satur-

day of 'drug colonialism' in developing

countries.

Dr. BJB. Gahonde, the organization’s

regional adviser in India, told a medical

seminar that a few trans-national firms

controled the market in drugs through a

network offinancial, research, advertising

and political relations.

He said mast developing countries had

no drug policy and ’the regulations they

had enacted were often contradictory. He
alleged that the trans-nationals, by a bar-

rage of advertisements, brand names,

packages, medical representatives and

sales effort, had been making huge profits

while ignoring the interests of the people.

Throughout South-East Asia, barring

Singapore, where the situation was
complex, there was no national drug indus-
try producing balk drugs. Dr. Gaitonde

said. In Tanzania, the trans-nationals had
employed one medical representative for

.every four doctors and in some Latin

American countries, one for every two
physicians, to push sales, he said.

AN EXHIBITION
HiOF

SPANISH
y&Sk PRODUCTS.
WILL BE HELD AT
JEDDAH INTERNATIONAL
EXPO CENTER
FROM 30TH NOV. TO
5TH DECEMBER, 1981.

Here is a big chance for you to see a wide
range of Spanish products. Ranging from
foodstuff to modern communication
systems. And you will have the opportunity
to meet the Spanish exporter. On the spot.

At the exhibition you will be assisted by
about 170 executives of the attending firms
as well as a skilled team of interpreters

(Arabic and English). And the Director of
the Spanish Trade Show, himself.

Should you require further information,
please contact the Commercial Counsellor
of the Spanish Embassy in Jeddah:

-

Mr. Juan Antonio Pelaez,

Al-Harithy Building, Apartment No. 62,
Palestine Square, P.O. Box: 6388,
Jeddah. Phone: 8673628.
Telex: 402371 OFCOM SJ.
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Liberal

policies

to stay,

Ozal says
IZMIR. Turkey, Nov. 8 ( R)— Turkey will

continue to plan its economy but will avoid
excessive socialist centralization. Deputy
Prime Minister Turgut Ozal has said.

He told more than 1,500 delegates at Tur-
key's second major national economics con-
gress which ended here Saturday: The state

will continue to intervene in economic mat-
ters. making planning necessary. But we can
not accept a.harsh type of centralized plan-

ning that is characteristic of socialist

economies.”
Government officials at the Congress reaf-

firmed the continuation of a liberal economic
system. They added that present policies,

aimed at cutting inflation from its current
level of around 35 percent, reducing domes-
tic consumption, increasing industrial pro-
ductivity and encouraging exports, would be
maintained.

Turkey’s ruling generals, civilian cabinet
members, chief industrialists and business-

men, farmers, labor leaders, bankers and
artisans appraised past performances of the
economy and mapped out new policies dur-
ing the six-day meeting. The congress was a >

replay of the first major economics confer-

ence held in Izmir, in 1923.

Jamaica starts

search for oil
KINGSTON, Jamaica, Nov. 8 (R) —

Jamaica began its onshoresearch for oil, sink-

ing its first well a few miles (km) in from the

south-western coast.

Prime Minister Edward Seaga, who is also

mining and energy minister, visited the site

Saturday to initiate drilling by the state-

owned petroleum corporation of Jamaica

(PCJ).
Three inland wells are to be dug and if

drilling proves encouraging, the program

could be extended to a second phase, oil offi-

cials said.

Jobless reach

8.3% in Canada
OTTAWA, Nov. 8 (AFP) — Unemploy-

ment in Canada in October affected 83 per-

cent of the working population, the highest

rate in three years, officials have said.

Some 989,000 people were looking for

work last month— an increase of 9.000 over

September, the postwar resprcj is 8.6 per-

cent, in Novemter 1978.' V*

aiabneas Economy

To bolsterfish exports QjJpacf fails
Norway may use oil weapon to up demand

OSLO, Nov. 8, (R) — The Norwegian the fishing fleet is at present surplus to capac-
government, faced with a troubled domestic ity with the number of fishermen employed -r-*\ -m Jrn VC*
fishing industry, is being pressed to link down in recent years from 30,000 to about / IUJJJ\%!fb
increased Oil and eas deliveries to F.umnean 17.000. v

OSLO, Nov. 8, (R) — The Norwegian
government, faced with a troubled domestic
fishing industry, is being pressed to link

increased oil and gas deliveries to European
Economic Community (EEC) buyers with a
better deal for its fish exports.
“In my opinion the government should

consider using oil and gas deliveries as a bar-
gaining card in order to improve the condi-
tions for Norway’s fisb exports,'’ said Thor
Listau, fisheries minister in the new conserva-
tive minority government that took office last

month.

Norway is not a member of the EEC, but
the community casts covetous eyes at its

growing reserves of North Sea oil and gas.

It already produces about half a minion
barrels of crude 02 da3y and substantial vol-

umes of gas. Exploratory drilling, moving
north toward the Arctic, has located poten-
tially huge new deposits. This yearNorway is

expected to export 25 million tons of ofl, of
which about 50 percent goes to EEC coun-
tries, and 25 bQlion cubic meters ofgas to the

EEC tariffs on Norway’s fish exports to the
community are blamed by the fishing indus-
try, the largest in Western Europe, for con-
tributing to its decline. Some 25 percent of

the fishing fleet is at present surplus to capac-
ity with the number of fishermen employed
down in recent years from 30,000 to about
17.000.

State subsidies to the industry are running
at above S200 million a year while aiready-

tight regulation measures in over-fished

Norwegian waters may have to be made more
severe to conserve stocks.

“It is of fundamental importance that the

Norwegian fishing industry should be able to

defend its interests in the best possible way,”
the fisheriesminister told Reuters in an inter-

view.

Fishermen's union chairman Johan Toil
backed the idea of linking petroleum sales
with a new deal for fish exports, accusing the
EEC of protectionism and discrimination

against Norway which could only be met by
counter measures. He said Canada and Ice-

land had got better terms for their fish

exports than the Norwegians.

Norway’s fishermen are also victims of
what Commodore Nils TUtines of the Coast
Guard called a drastic increase in illegal fish-

ing in North Sea waters. Police reported more
than 40 -foreign vessels arrested this year.
mainly West German, British and Danish
vessels.

Crisis hits Austrian industries
VIENNA, Nov. 8 (R) — Austria’s

nationalized industries, often cited abroad as

an example of successful socialist economic
policies, have come in for a wave of criticism

at home as some major sectors slide into

crisis.

Predictions of record losses this year for

the steel industry, a sector suffering through-

outWestern Europe, have prompted the con-

servative opposition to accuse the govern-

ment of mismanaging the 20 percent of

Austrian industry it runs.

The timing ofthe uproar is irorfip. Austria’

s

image as a well-kept household has risen in

recent years as its low rates of inflation and
unemployment compared increasingly favor-

ably with developments in other West Euro-

pean economies that had less state influence.

Foreign praise rose last spring with the

election in France' of Socialist President

Francois Mitterrand, whose advisers openly

praise Austria as an example of efficientstile
influence on a national economy.
Sparkingthe criticalwave againstAustria’s

nationalized industry was an internal report

of the holding company for state industry—
Oesterreichische Industrieverwaltiings-Ag

(Oeiagj — which reported prospects for

some nationalized sectors this year as catas-

trophic.

“In the first half of 1981, a dramatic

worsening of results has set in which hits not

only the iron and steel sector but, with the

exception of the chemical sector, aff main

enterprises in the group,*’ the mid-year

report, leaked to two Vieonar news
magazines, said.

“The year 1981 will be not only the worst

to date, but aj^&the most difficult to.financeJ’

The report, which Qeiag Director General

SAUDI ARABIAN GOVERNMENT TENDERS

Authority Description Tender
Number

Tender
Price

(SR)

Closing

Date

Makkah Municipality Devising a complete

microfilm and filing

9 200 11.11.81

„ ’
..

system
Supply of office equip-

ment
10 200 18.11.81

n -v Supply of stationary 1 200 "

Education Ministry Supply of education

material to private

institutions

T/42 100 2.2.1402
*

rUnlunwIIIViui Vkwi/ru iiwwvmwi
SHP MOVEMENTS UP TO 0700 HOURS ON 12TH MOHARRAM 1402/

8TH NOVEMBER 1981

B^^EOFVES^L AGENT TYPE OF CARGO AHR DAT!

3 Safina Riyadh Gulf Banabas ’ 4^11-81

4 Arafat Kanoo Forklrfts /General 5-1 1-81

5 Resurgence Express Barnaod&.'Bagged Barley
5r21”?I

Lalazar
Eleftherios

Bolesiaw Ruminski

A.E.T.

Alpha
Attar

9 Continental Merchant AJsaada

10 Kota Tanjong O.C.E.

1 1 Ming Autumn Gulf

12 DagmarSkou Alireza

13 Aboudy Hawi

15 Sinno M.E. 11 Star

16 Ming Cheer Mmco
18 Achilleus Rolcao

20 Saudi Trader MESA
22 Gallant Express SAMA
23 Fen Bank Alsaada

25 Kleo Patra Alsabah

26 Wild Fulmar O.C.t.

27 Hugo Oldendorff Alirezan

28 Kota Maha O.C.E.

29 Pelagos JjTA

30 Roman Reefer O.C.E.

31 Hebe O.C.E.

35 Ibn Alakfani Kanoo

RECENT ARRIVALS
Al Barat .

Bamaod
Aboudy El Hawi

Kota Tanjong O.C.E.

Ragnf Berg O.C.E.

Panama Rezayat

Ming Cheer

ARR.DATE

4-

11-81

5-

11-81

4-

11-81
3-11-81
24-10-81

8-11-81

5-

11-81
7-11-81

Lub. 0ii/Genera I 3-11-81

Bagged Grain 24-10-81

Cont/General 8-1 1-81

Con/Cyl. Ppr/Gen. 5-11-81

Coffee/Saf. Matches 7-11-81

Timb/Paper/Gen.
Stl/Bgd.Food/Gen.Veh 6-11-81

General 7-1 1-81

Mineral Water 7-11-81

Containers 8-11-81

Bulk Cement 31-10-81

General 31-10-81

Barley. 3-11-81

StIJRebar/Gen. 5-11-81

Bagged barley 5-1 1-81

Reefer 6-1 1”81

Cem/Gen/M.Pdr/CatFd
"

Con/Tim/F'stffGen.
"

Containers
FrozenLam 28-10-8

Reefer 29-1081

Containers 8-11-81

7-11-81Bamaoda,-Bagged Wheat 7-1 1-81

El Hawi General

ta Taniong O.C.E. Bgd.CotfSaf.Match/GenT

gni Berg G.C.E. Reefer

iama Rezayat Containers

r»o Cheer Mico Cobtauberc 8-11-81

KING ABDUL AZIZ PORT DAMMAM
DAILY SHP MOVEMENTS UPTO 0700 HRS ON

12^01 .1402/08-1 1 .1981)CHANGES PAST 24 ffiS.

BTH NO. Name of the sip

1 Agility

2 Asia No. 12

4 Stephanos

6 Phoevos
8 Maidive Trader

16 Fort Nanimo
18 Hannah Lu

30 Tang Shan
32 Al Salimiah

3g Theekar

36 Laensenada

37 Global Challenge (D.B.)

38 Ocean Trader (D.B.)

Gosaibi

SMC
UEP
Kanoo .

Orri

UEP
Gosaibi

Orri

Kanoo
Kanoo
AtSabah
AET
Globe

Type of Cargo

Bagged Barley

General
General/Steal

General
General
Steel Pipes
GenlConts.

General
Steel/General.

SteetfGeneraf
Bulk Cement
Bulk Cement
Bplk Cement

K-11-S1
6-11-81

7-11-81

3-11-81

5-

11-81

6

-

11-81

7-11-81

6-11-81

6-11-81

5-

11-87

22-10-81

6

-

11-81

30-10-81

Oskar Gruenwald admitted was genuine but
not meant for publication, said the state sec-

tors results in the first six months of 1981
showed loses of 2.7 billion schillings ($174
million) in the same period last year. The
outlook was worst for the two main steel con-

cerns, Voeest-Alpine, where losses tripled,

and Vereinigte Edelstahlwerke (VEW),
which now registers losses twice as bad as last

year.

One major foundry, a 6000-man complex
belonging to the Voeest group, “is at the

point where it is cheaper for its parent com-
pany to shut down production while continu-

ing to pay all wages," the report said.

But the bad news did not stop there. Wor-
rying losses were also predicted for firms

dealing in machine tools, electrical goods and
shipbuilding. Even the state oil company was
having problems, due mainly to high dollar

exchange rates, personnel and storage costs.

Publication of the report, intended as

background material for an Oeiag board
meeting this week on new subsidies for the

steel sector, hit its first target accurately.

LONDON, Nov. 8 (AFP) — The recent
price agreement by the Organization of Pet-
roleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) did
nothing to stimulate fresh interest for tankers
this week. Rates tended to remain down with
those in the Gulfstates area coming closer to

the two and one half year lows touched a
month ago.

Tanker brokers reported that the Mexican
charterers in particular are drawing down
heavily on the current stocks which further
dampens the necessity for tankers, although
this could, in the longer run hold out*some
hope ofoil-stocking taking place in the event
of a hard winter, they pointed out.

Indonesia, was bereft of inquiry, but in
Africa and the Mediterranean there was a
slightly better inquiry although not sogood as
expected following the OPEC meeting. Of
interest in this sector was a clean fixture from
Italy to Iran.

The Caribbeans had a much more varied

requirement resulting in fixtures to France.
Italy and Brazil as well as the more ususal

routes to the U.S. Atlantic and U.S. Gulf.

Japan shipmakers
record higher profits

TOKYO. Nov. 7 (AFP) — Six major
Japanese shipbuilding companies have
reported sharp increases in sales and profits
in the six months to Sept. 30.

The six attributed the improved business
performance mainly to conceited anti-slump
measures, the comparative price stability of
steel products and other materials, and
higher output through increased orders for

freighters.

Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries

Co.. Hitachi Shipbuilding and Engineering

Co., Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding

Co. and Sumitomo Heavy Industries Ltd.,

decided to resume payment of interim

dividends for the first time in four years.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. last

autumn resumed the payment of interim

dividend, making Kawasaki Heavy Industries

Ltd., the only major shipbuilder continuing

to waive the interim dividend.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW
TELEPHONE NUMBERS AS FOLLOWS

6360644
6360422

AL-KAWTHER Water Treatment Co. Ltd.

P.O. Box 7771, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

The taste of India Tea is the taste of real tea. There’s none
to beat India Tea - the World’s No.l.

Millions all over the World enjoy the taste of India Tea. It

has the distinction of being the largest exported tea throughout

the globe.

Take a sip from the exclusive delicious choice: Nflgiri, Assam
or Darjeeling - India Tea is an experience to delight in‘every day.

So enjoy it every day. After all it is the best in the world.

A WIDE RANGE OF INDIAN TEA PACKS AND TEA BAGS AVAILABLE
AT ALL CO-OPERATIVES, SUPERMARKETS AND GROCERIES.

Loved the world over

INDIATEAWorid’s No.1
* m

For more information contact: Director of Tea Promotion, Embassy of India, Kuwait,

P.O. Box 1450, Tel: 419420 Telex: KT22273

sysr.

iyal rates continue to ease
By J.H. Hammond

JEDDAH. Nov. 8 — On the local mar-

kets. Sunday was another extremely dull

trading day according io dealers in Jeddah.

Sunday also saw the Bahrain OBITs— off-

shore booking units — enter the market
after the Bahrain one-day holiday Satur-

day. Rival rates continued' to ease Sunday,

taking the one-month JIBOR bid-offer rate

to 8— &Vz percent at one stage from Satur-

day opening rates of 9— 9 Vi percent. The
one percent fall in riyal rate reflects both

local and Bahrain worries that Eurodollar

deposit rates will continue to ease when the

European markets open Monday.
Eurodollar worries in fact. ma*de dealing

Sunday very far and between with dealers

leaving early. Most prices seen were for
“indication” purposes only and the few
transactions carried out were concentrated
in the vety short tenors. Overnight lending
rates reached 2— 3 percent for the second
day running, while week— fixed riyal also

dropped back to 4— 4 Vz percent with few
bidders. Once again, dealers po.inted out
that sizeable liquidity injections were com-
ing into the system and that riyal rates will

probably continue to fall during next week.

On the local exchanges, there was hardly

any movement on the spot dollar/riyal mar-

ker with spot prices being quoted at 3.41 85

!

— 95 for most of the day. Once again, deal-
|

ers were waiting to see how European mar- 1

kets respond to the dollar Monday.

Reagan undeterred by setbacks
WASHINGTON. Nov. S (AFP)— There

is to be no short-term change in U.S.

economic policy despite the worsening reces-

sion and pressure for tax increases to reduce

the growing budget deficit. President Ronald

Reagan has stressed.

President Reagan is now counting more
than ever on the so-called economic gamble
which took over economic policy when he

entered the White House.
With the strong backing of Treasury Sec-

retary Donald Regan, the president is gambl-

ing that the tax reductions he had introduced,

particularly affecting income tax thresh-

holds, will’be enough to boost the economy.

Meanwhile, he is opposed to any tax

increases aimed limiting the budget deficit as

sought by Republican congressmen. Budget

Director David Stockman, and some finan-

cial circles.

The president’s opposition is based firstly

'

on his political philosophy of reducing state
~

interference, ft is based secondly on what he
regards as realism, reflecting the belief that

tax increases would worsen the recession.

But this implies that he will have to accept a

large increase in the current budget deficit

which might rise as high as 5100,000 million
against the expected 543.500 million. The
other implication is that it will take longer
.than the promised date of 1 984 to balance the
budget.

BRIEFS
NEW YORK (AFP) — Bankers Trust,

the eight biggest U.S. bank, has announced
the sale of its credit card-activities to the first

National Bank of Chicago for an
unspecified amount.

LONDON. (AFP) — The president of

the general council of British Shipping

Edmund Vodey noted that the French gov-

ernment intends to triple subsidies to the

French merchant shipping industrywhen he
==s=^= ~ “ — . — , T~ -

>

called for greater government aid to the

British fleet. Vastcv also noted that several

governments give substantial aid to their

merchant shipping fleets, and said thatii was

» essential that the British fleet should have

some help if it were to compete.

• SAO PAULO. ( AFP)— Brazilian Volk-

swagen will next month start using solar

power to produce hot water needed at its

“factory training school outside Sao Paulo.

Foreign Exchange Rates

Owned at 5:80 P-M.

SAMA

o We are logo

tie specialists

o We design and

manufacture

top quality

corporate ties for

banks, clubs,

airlines, hotels,

associations,

commercial

firms, schools

and government

bodies.

Tie Gift Set

Available

CALL US FOR
A QUOTE:

Globe Neckwear

Factory (S) Pte. Ltd.

3003. Unit 1602- ‘604. Bedok f-cn-

Ave. 4. Smcaoore 1646

”e : 4495 1 3-3 3 Lines:.

Transfer

Bahraini Dinar 9.08 9.08

Bangladeshi Tekka — 1435
Belgian Franc (1.000) 91.00 — 91.25

Canadian Dollar 286.00 — 287.00

Deutebe Mark (100) 154.00 155.00 J54!95

Dutch Guilder 1 100) 140.00 140.10 139.95

Egyptian Pound — 3.75 4.13

Emirates Dirham (100) 93.00 93.15

French Franc (100) 61.10 60.95

Greek Drachma ( 1,000 55.00 61.10

Indian Rupee (1 00J — — 37-25

Iranian Riyal (1001 — —
Iraqi Dinar — —
Italian Lira (10.000) 29.00 29.00 29.00

Japanese Yen (1.000) 14.90 - 15-00

Jordanian Dinar 10.16 10.11

Kuwaiti Dinar 12.15 12.165

Lebanese Lira (100) 7440 7430
Moroccan Dirham (100 6150 65.20

Pakistani Rupee (100) 34.80

Philippines Peso (100) — — 4330
Pound Sterling 6.43 6.46 6.44

Qatari Riyal (100) 94.00 94.05

Singapore Dollar (100) — 163-85

Spanish Peseta (1 ,000) 35.50 36.10

Swiss Franc (100) 191.00 192.40 19235
Syrian Lira (100) 58.60 6335
Turkish Lira (1,000) — — —
U.S. Dollar 3.42 3.43 3.425

Yemeni Riyal (100) _75.00 74.90

SeSIng Price Buying Price

Gold kg. 47300 47300

10 Tolas bar 5360 5,530

Ounce L-500 1,480

The above cash and transfer rates are sup-

plied by AMtejhI Company for Currency

Exchange & Commerce, Gabel St., Td.

6420932, Jeddah.

ELECTRONICS
k

TECHNO ARABIA INC. ANNOUNCES ITS

NEED FOR A QUALIFIED ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER FOR THE MAINTENANCE
OF PROFESSIONAL TV EQUIPMENT AND
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

QUALIFICATIONS:

PREFERENCE
GIVEN TO:

LANGUAGE:

INFORMATION
NEEDED:

WRITE TO:

B.SC. WITH SOME EXPERIENCE OR
5 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE
LINE OF WORK.

SAUDI NATIONALS SHALL BE GIVEN
PREFERENCE. DEGREES MUST BE
FROM SAUDI, EUROPEAN OR AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES.

PROFICIENCY IN ENGLISH. WORKING
KNOWLEDGE OF GERMAN WILL BE
ANADVANTAGE.

ENCLOSE CURRICULUM VITAE,

COPIES OF DEGREES, PERSONAL
PHOTO, TELEPHONE NUMBER AND
ADDRESS.

TECHNO
ARABIA INC.,
TECHNICAL DIVISION,

P.O. BOX: 5258, JEDDAH,
SAUDI ARABIA.
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Connors, Pfister

breeze into semis

ajabtros Sports
MONDAY, NOVEMBER ;ifft

STOCKHOLM, Nov. 8 (AP) — Jimmy
Connors and Hank Pfister breezed past their
opponents Saturday to reach the semifinals of
the Stockholm Open Tennis Championships.

Connors, the top seed in this 5200.000
indoor event, turned back unseeded Nick
Saviano 6-3, 6-4 in a match between two
lefthanders. Pfister clipped Matt Doyle 6-4,

6-3 in the other all-American quarterfinal.

Gen mayer, using that good old dink shot

to near perfection, cut down Swedish junior

Mats Wilander to join his brother Sandy in

the semis earlier during the afternoon ses-

sion.

Gene Mayer, seeded third, won 6-2. 6-3.

He was semifinalist last year too but lost to

eventual champion Bjom Borg.
Sandy Mayer, seeded no 1 1 , was extended

to a three-setter by unseeded Peter Elter of

West Germany winning their quarterfinal

6-2, 3-6, 6-1. Sandy will play Connors, who
has never won this tournament, in Sunday's
semifinals while brother Gene faces Pfister.

‘ Borg says Gene Mayer has the finest drop

shot in the game. And Gene, who hits two-

fisted off both wings, gave an awesome dis-

play of dink shots to dictate the pace against

Wilander.
Wilander, a 17-year-old who prefers to

play from the baseline, challenged briefly

early in the second set. He broke Gene's

serve for the first and only time in the match

to lead 2-0, but blew a 40-love advantage in

the next see-saw game.
The American fought back to deuce and

then broke Wilander’ s serve. Again it was a

dink shot that set up the winning point a

cross-court forehand. Missing that opportun-

ity seemed to take thelieart out ofWilander.

who was broken twice in the seventh and

ninth games despite taking a 40-love lead in

both.

Sandy Mayer, the 1977 Stockholm Open
Champion, reliedon his usual attackinggame

to outlast Elter. After splitting the first two

sets, Mayerraced to a4-0 lead in the decider.

The German broke him for 1-4, but Mayer
broke back immediately and then easily held,

dosing out the match with a final ace. Borg

did not enter the tournament this year and

neither did John McEnroe, whom the Swede
defeated in last year’s final here.

Meanwhile, heavy rain caused the posi-

ponment of the men's singles final in the

Seiko tournament here Sunday with the

match between Van Winitsky ofdie U.S. and
Mark Edmondson of Australia evenly bal-

anced in the second set.

Winitsky was close to victory when he

stood 5-1 up in the second after winning the

first set 6-4, but the burly Edmondson
smashed his way back into contention by
winning four straight games to level 5-5. The
final wfil be completed Monday.

Earlier WendyToumbull of Australia eas-

ily beat Italian Sabina Simmonds 6-3, 6-0 to

win the women' s singles while Ann Kiyomura
and Sharon Walsh of the U.S. beat the

British-Australian combination of Anne
Hobbs 'and Susan Leo 6-3, 6-4. The men's

doubles are scheduled to be played Monday
after the singles.

Australian Kim Warwick and American

Bill Scanlo are among the headliners for the

575,000 International Tennis Championship

here from Nov. 9 to Nov. 15.

Top stars for Federation Cup
TOKYO, Nov. 8 (AP) — The United

States will be stretching for its sixth straight

championship as the Federation Cup, the

womens? s equivalent of the Davis Cup,

begins here Monday. Top stars from 32 coun-

tries will be competing for SI 50,000 in prize

money.
The seven-day 130-player tournament

will be held at the Tamagawa Park Racquet

Club on the outskirts of Tokyo, unlike the

Davis Cup which is staged over a long period

Of time throughout the world.
: Among the international stars are Chris

Evert Lloyd, 26, and Andrea Jaeger, 16, of

the United States; Hanna Mandlikova. 19. of

Czechoslovakia; Virginia Wade, 36. of Bri-

tain; Diane Fromholtz, 25 of Australia; Bet-

tina Bunge, 18, of West Germany; Vima

Jausovec of Yugoslavia, and Virginia Ruziri

of Romania.
The focus will be on the defending Ameri-

cans and their drive to add a sixth trophy to

their collection, begun at the 14th Federation

Cup in Philadelphiawhen they beat Australia

in the finals and,continued through last year1

s

win over Czechoslovakia in West Germany.
The countries most likely to stop the top-

seeded Americans, also including Rosie Cas-

als and Kathy Jordan, are said to be second-

seeded Czechoslovakia, third-seeded West
Germany and the fourth-seeded Australians.

The Americans will start their defense

against South Korea on Tuesday and
Czechoslovakia, which will field Mandilkova
take on Sweden in its first round match Mon-
day. ;

BRIEFS
ROME, (AP) — Roma Whipped

Bologna 3-1 at home Sunday and toppled
losing Juventus of Turin from the lead of
Italy’s major soccer league in the season"

s

eighth round. Lowly Genoa beat Juventus
2-1 at Genoa and ended Juventus' domina-
tion of the standings.

TOKYO, (AFP) — Favorites China
scored their second straight win in the

eight-nation, Women’s World Volleyball

Cup here Sunday by defeating the Soviet

Union 3-0 (15-4, 16-14, 15-0).

SYDNEY, (AP)—The West Indies cric-

ket team arrived in Sydney Sunday morning
to being their Australian tour without cap-

tain Clive Lloyd who stayed behind in Lon-
don with his sick wife and will join the team
in Adeliade later.

CALCUTTA. India (AP)— Suijit Singh
will captain Olympic champions India in die

first of the four hockey internationals

against traditional rivals Pakistan at Bom-
bay on Nov. 21, Bengal Hockey. Associa-
tion president Amiya Sen announced
Saturday.

POONA, India (AP) — Japan’s univer-

sity champion Koichi Yamawaki won the

men’s 110-meter hurdles docking 14.4

Sunday at the Five-Nation International

Athletics Meet in this western Indian city.

National champion Seroeyev Astadenko of
the Soviet Union breasted the tape in the

men’s 1400-meter run in 3:52.7.

MUNICH, (AFP) — Swiss pair Ure
Freuler and Rene Savary were in the lead

Saturdayon the third evening ofthe Munich
six-day Cycling event.

MANILA, (AFP)— The Volvo Interna-

tional Grand Prix added Manila to its Asian

circuit with the seven-day $75,000 Tennis

Classic in honor of president Ferdinand

Mareos.

PRINCIPAL
WANTED

PRINCIPAL for Pakistan Embassy Secondary School, and Intermediate College.
Jeddah, with a current enrolement of four thousand children.

Candidates must have at least a Master's Degree from a Pakistani or foreign university
and preferably a special degree in teaching.

Should possess at least ten years experience as Principal/Vice Principal of a leading
educational institution In Pakistan.

The candidates should preferably be in the 40s - 50s age-group.

Only candidates with outstanding qualifications and impeccable credentials should
apply.

The Job requires a strong combination of teaching and administrative experience to
raise the existing standard of the Institution in Jeddah and to make the necessary
planning and preparation for move to the new building of the School to be completed
some time In 1982. The efficient running and management of School requires a Head
Master with a dynamic and problem-solving approach and possessing a capacity for
managing the Institution with a minimal supporting staff.

The initial starting salary will be Saudi Riyals 4,500/- per month. Higher salary possi-

ble in case of exceptionally qualified, experienced and competent candidate.

Free furnished accommodation for a family not exceeding four including husband and
wife, along with home-passage after every two years, and other fringe benefits will be
provided.

Applications on plain paper along with photographs and attested photo-copies of
degrees, certificates and testimonials should be sent by registered air mail and should
reach the Ambassador of Pakistan in Saudi Arabia, P.O. Box 182, Jeddah, on or before

30th November, 1981.

.Names of three references known to the candidate end with whom he has worked
should also be furnished.

Candidates will be interviewed in Pakistan. Date and place will be intimated later.

Selected candidate will be expected to take up his appointment in Jeddah by March 1, :

1982.

<Alpha's)

WORLD RECORD : Ciambattista MarcoQa is seen falling daring his bkl to break the world speed record on roDer-skates in Milan

Tuesday. The 26-year-old Italian, however, broke the record at an average speed of!09.95 mph in his second attempt.

Himalayan Rally flagged off amid protests

Moreno wins Australian Grand Prix
MELBOURNE, Nov. 8 (AFP)— Brazes

Roberto Moreno Sunday defeated world
champion and fellow countryman Nelson
Piquet in the Australian Grand Prix Motor
races at CaJder.

Australian GeoffBrabham was third after

defending champion and deposed world
champion Alan Jones was forced to retire at

the 95th lap when in second place.

In Johannesburg, Porsche filled the first

three places in the nine hours Kyalami Motor
Race at the Kyalami track Saturday.

West German Formula One driver Jochen
Mass took the chequered flag in his Porsche
936 Turbo after completing 365 laps of the

2.55 mile (4.1 km) trade in stifling heat. He
was followed by compatriot Jurgen Barth, in

a Porsche 908 Turbo, who covered 349 laps.

Britain's Derek Bell was third in a Porsche

935, just one lap behind Barth.

Meanwhile, Portuguese Santinho Mendes
drove his Datsun 160 J to victory in the 1 1th

Algarve Motor Rally, beating out a strong

contingent of Ford Escort RSs, which were
struck with mechanical problems.

Britain's Malcolm Wilson and Portuguese

Caries Torres, each one-time leaders, had to

drop out.

Political protests tarnished the start in

Bombay. India, of the second Himalayan car

rally asyoung supporters ofopposition leader
George' Fernandes blocked rally routes by
organizing a parallel "the Great Himalayan

Bullock Cart Rally."

Shoutingslogans, supporters ofFernandes,

now a member of the Lok Dal (Peoples

Party), parked eight bullock carts and said

they had every right to hold a bullock, cart

rally.

The police dubbed the demonstrators,

lifted them from tire routes and the 3,800-
kms rally was then flagged off by vice presi-

dent, Mohammed Hidayatullah and film star,

Amitabh Bachhan.
A total of 60 cars, induding some foreign

participants passed the starting point at the

Minnesota Kicks left in the lurch
BLOOMINGTON, Minnesota Nov. 8

(AP) — Although the Minnesota Kicks are

dosing their offices. North American Soccer

League Commissioner Phil-Woosaam . -will

continue searching for a new owner for the

debt-ridden team.

Woosnam said Wednesday the 1981-82

indoorsoccer season willopen Dec. 3 without

the Kicks, although there’s a chance a few

exhibition games will be played in Minnesota.

Kicks officials derided to close the team’s

offices .and look for other jobs after several

deadlines passed in an effort to find new
ownership. Kicks owner Ralph Sweet
announced two weeks ago that he would not

make further investments and the team was
for sale.

"We felt obligated to remain with the club

as long as there was a chance for a deal to be

made," Kicks presidentTommy Scallen said.

Scallen said he was bitter that Sweet did

not give.more advance notice that he was
pulling ouL*:Em bitter toward Ralph to the

extent a sports franchise is not like closing a
shoe factory," ScalJen told anews conference.

Wooaiam said he would continue his

efforts for at least a week to attract new own-
ership and capital. He said Bloomington
businessman Rod Burwell is willing to put up
half the money needed to operate the dub
but business partners must be found.

The six-year-old Kicks were one of the

success stories ofthe league in the early years

but attendance dropped sharply the last few

years. "I think the potential ofthe Minnesota
franchise is absolutely enormous," said

Woosnam.

GOOD TASTE IS NOmm immm
AL ASAAD TRADING ESTAILOMMfNT. PRINCE FAHD ROAD, JEDDAH. TEL: 171109 NEAR CHILD-LAND

NOTICE
This Is to inform ths general public that our employee, Mr. Peter

Borjeson, U.S. nationality, holding Passport No. 1663990 issued

on May 13, 1961 at New York. Residence Permit No. 12852
issued at Al-Khobar left our company on Nov. 2, 1981.

Any transaction entered into with him after the above mentioned
data will not be honoured by our firm and any person having valid

claims should submit them on or before November 9, 1981
on the following address.

AL-GOSAIBI & N00R CO* Trading & Contracting,

Tel: 043223774, P.0. Box: 451,Talsx: 461082 A6N SJ.

Ymbu - Saudi Arabia.
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SPECIAL BARBECUE WEEK
AT THE

ftiLjadk
INTER* CONTINENTAL

HOTEL
from November 7 to November 13

Around the POOL
Every Day
Lunch 12— 3 p.m.

^Dinner 8 - 11 p.m.
f

(

For Reservations please
caU465-5Q00

Extension 7920 or 7925

From the Charcoal Broiler

-JUMBO SHRIMPS
' * - - SIZZLING WESTERNSTEAKS
* ^ ”'3* — And many more ofyour

favourites.

- Appetisers. Salad and
Dessert Buffets.

There is always something happening at the

Riyadh. INTER-CONTINENTAL HOTEL

^(eJm ** «

t
•
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two minutes interval.

Lok Dal supporters who had positioned

themselves along the route hurled stones at

the rally cars but there was no reports of

damage.
Meanwhile. Fernandes pledged to end

"the menace of the car rally." "The rally is a

five star sport, by five star people and I am
oppose to this culture." ‘What sort ofsport is

this in which scarce and expensive fuel is

being wasted, India and Indians cannot

afford it," he said.

Last year, his supporters made several

futile attempts to stop the rally. But except

forsome smashed wind screens and damaged
rear lights, most of the cars reached their

destination, the Indian capital, safe and
upscratched.

CollegeFootballresults
The top twenty in the Associated Press

College Football pool in action during the

Iweek:

1. Pittsburgh (8-0:0) beat Rutgers 47-3
2. demon (9-0-6) beat North CaroQoa 10-8
3. Southern Cal (8-1-0) beat California 21-3
4. Georgia (8-1-0) beat Florida 26-21

5. Texas (6-1-1) tied Houston 14-14
6.Peon State (7-1-0) beatNorthCarolina State 22-1

5

7. Alabama (7-1-1) (fid not play. . .

8. North Carolina (7-2-0) lost to Ocnaon 10-8
9. Arizona State (7-1-0) beat San Jose State 31-24

[10. Southern Methodist (8-1-0) beat Rice 33-12
11. Nebraska (7-2-0) beat Oklahoma State 54-7
12. Michigan (7-2-0) beat Illinois 70-21
13. Miami, Fla. (6-2-0) beat Florida State 27-19
14. Florida State (6-3-0) lost to Miami, Fla. 27-19
15. Mississippi State (6-3-0) lost to Southern Missis-

sippi 7-6

16. Washington (7-2-0) km to Uda 31-0
17. Oklahoma (5-2-1) beat Kansas State 28-21
18. Ohio State (6-3-0) lost to Minnesota 35-31
19. Arkansas (7-2-0) beat Baylor 41-39
20. Southern Mississippi (7-0-1) beat Mississippi

{Stare 7-6.

Ballesteros

finishes in

blaze of glory
MELBOURNE, Nov, 8 (AFP) —

Spain's Severiano Ballesteros shot a final

round 69 to win the Australian Open PGA
title by three strokes over the lough Royal

Melbourne course here Sunday,

Ballesteros finished dearof five Australian

golfers and six Brokers ahead of defending

champion Sam Torrance of Scotland who
shot a 76.

In Yokohama, American Patty Sheehan

rolled in five birdies against two bogey* for a

three- under-par 71 to win -the 5200.000

Mazda Japan Oassic, the last-leg of the

Ladies Professional Golfers Association

tour.

Sheehan, 25- who joined LPGA tour only

two years ago, had a three-round total of 21 3,

nine under par, on the 5,765-raeier par 74

Sag&mihara Golf Club West course in the

western suburbs of this port city.

She bad a four-stroke margin over her

nearest rival Beth Daniel of the U.S. who
shot a two under 72 for a 217 to settle at

second place.

Sheehan, last year's U.S. College Ladies
1

Champion, collected 530,000 in first prize

money. Daniel won the runner-up prize of

$19,600.
It was Sheeran’s first victory since whe

turned pro in July 1980. Deadlocked at third

place with 218*$ were Japan's. Nayoko
Yoshikawa. and Americans Hollis Stacy and
Pat Bradley. Stacy fired a two -under par 72.

Bradley an even par 75 and Yoshikawaaone
over par 75.

UAE chess star

records 2nd win
TOKYO, Nov. 8 (AP) — An 11-year-oM

chess sensation from the United ArafrEmi-

rates turned down an offer to cafl it.a draw

after 35 moves against his 62-year-old Singa-

pore opponent, then proceeded on to victory

Friday evening in the fourth Asian Chess

Team Championships going on in Hangzhou,

China.
Xinhua news service Saturday reported

AjeebM. Saleh of the UAE declined a prop-

osal by Lim Kok Ann to call it a draw and

then defeated Lim, who is president of the

World Chess Federation's zone 10 of East

Asia. t
The current tournament includes teams

from 14 nations in East and West Asia. The
Philippines, winner of the previous three

Asian tournaments, is tied with Australia

with four wins and a draw for 16 points after

five days of preliminary rounds, Xinhua

reported.

After the preliminaries, China has four

wins and a loss for 15 .5 points, followed by

India (13), Singapore (1 1 .5), Thailand (9.5),

Malaysia (9), Hong Kong (8), New Zealand

(8), United ^Arab Emirates (7.5), Japan (4)

and Kuwait (125).

Riyadh Tennis
RIYADH, Nov. 8-^-The 1981 Riyadh

“Desert Classic'' Tennis tournament will be
held at the Riyadh Intercontinental Hotel
courts. The final of the men's and women's
doubles will be held on Nov. 12 while the

mixed doubles finales scheduled for Nov. 19.

The singles finali, is slated for Nov. 26.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Trading Company in Hong Kong seeks collabo-

ration of Saudi National in Launching Medium-
sized whole-sale / retail store to market consumer
goods in Saudi Arabia and neighbouring states.

Company's Managing Director will be available

early November in Jeddah/Dammam for personal

discussion, interested parties requested to com-
municate their names and contact

Phone No. 8644501-8950107
Hasan c/o Sabir Awan
P. O. Box 106 Dhahran Airport.

SHAH MD.NURUR RAHMAN SON OF MD.AJMAN ALI
BANGLADESHI HAS LOST HIS PASSP0RT,N0.
C2I0943 ISSUED AT SYLHET,DATED 19TH APRIL
1979 .FINDER PLEASE GIVE IT TO BANGLADESH
.EMBASSY AT KILO THREE,MECCA ROAD,

FORLEASEOFFICE VILLA
8 PRIVATE OFFICES, COMPLETE TELEPHONE SYSTEM,

3 TELEPHONE LINES,,TELEX LINE.,CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING
SECURE ROOM FOR FILE STORAGE AND AMPLE PARKING,

IDEAL,EASY TO FIND LOCATION IN HAMRAH NEAR AMERICAN
EMBASSY.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT MR.JHON MARTIM AT fiflg-gffl?

FORSALE
COMPLETE SET OF NEW AND MODERN MACHINES

FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF ALUMINIUM
DOORS AND WINDOWS.

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE APPLY
PERSONALLY TO MR. MOHAMED SAKKA

C/0 SAKKA INTERNATIONAL,
P. O. BOX: S470. TEL: 6670754. TELEX: 400526 - JEDDAH.
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Brewer
earns

Spurs
victory
NEW YORK, Nov. 8 (AP)— Ron Brewer

scored career-high 40 points Saturday night
to rally the injury-riddled San Antonio Spurs
to a 103-96 victory over the New York
Knicks in the National Basketball Associa-
tion action Saturday night.

In Sal Lake City, Adrian DantJey scored 23
points and ben Poquette added 20 as the
Utah Jazz downed Phoenix Suns 95-87 for

their first victory over the Suns since the Jazz
moved to Utah in 1979.

In another match, Milwaukee's Quinn
made a steal and sank a layup with 1:02 to

play, as the Bucks held off a San Diego com-
eback for a 105-102 victory.

Meanwhile Reggie Theus netted 16 points
in the final quarter and five of his teammates
scored in double figures to pace the Chicago
Bulls to a 118-105 win over the New Jersey
Nets.

While in Pontiac, Nate Archibald scored
24 poin ts and Cedric Maxwell hit for 22 more
as the Boston Celtics posted an easy 129-88
victory over the Detroit Pistons.

Providential II

triumphs at

Laurel Park
LAUREL, Maryland,'Nov. 8, (R) — U.S.

horse Providential H won the $250,000
Washington International horse race at

Laurel Park Saturday for Swiss diamond
dealer Serge Fradkoff.

The four-year-old bay colt held off a strong

challenge from France' s April Run, the favo-

rite, with third place going to Galaxy Libra,

another U.S. horse Irish filly Cairn Rouge
was fourth. —

Providential tiCvrtio was ridden by French

jockey Alain Lequeux, gave the United

States its 15th victory in the 30-year history

of the international race, run over one and a

half miles on turf. The win was worth

$150,000 to owner Fradkoff.

Providential II won by a a length from

April Run, mount of France’s Philippe

Paquet. Galaxy Libra was ridden by Ameri-

can Bill Shoemaker and Cairn Rouge by Bri-

tain's Lester PiggotL
The rest of the finishing order was: Open

Call (U.S.), Match the Hatch (U.S.), Beldale

Flutter (Britain), Rainbow Connection

.(Canada), Siapa Rajah HI (Singapore) and

Johny Dance (U.S.). „

Match the Hatch, ridden byTrench jockey

Jean-Luc Samyn, led for most of the race,

challenged at times by Singapore's Siapa

Rajah HI and Galaxy libra, one offive U.S.

entries in the race.

Britain’s Beldale Flutter, ridden by Pat

Eddery, made a move at halfway but did not

have the best of runs and faded to seventh at

the finish. Siapa Rajah IIL which formerly

raced under the name Owens in New Zea-

land, dropped back to finish ninth of the 10

runners.

Meanwhile, a Canadian stud owner HP

.

• Taylor has refused a mystery syndicate’s $40

million offer for 20-year-old stallion North-

ern Dancer.

tt&bnews Sports
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BASKETBALL GIANT: Alexandr Syzoneko of the Soviet Club Sfroytel, at 2J7 Deters,

towersover his opponents on the basketball courts. Here he isseen scoring a basket with a
degree of comfort.

U.S. golfers top

Clampett strikes it rich
KAWANISH3, Japan Nov. 8 (AFP) — California Open at Los Coyotes Country

Setting the pace from the first round, Ameri- Club.

can Bobby Clampett fired a three-under-par If took can hold his lead Sunday, be stands

69 in the final round here Sunday to win the to win $81,500 as the result of a special

individual competition in the 11th U.S.- $50,000 bonus offered by the tournament

Japan Golf Match. sponsor. •

Clampett, 21 , led the U.S. victory in the Cook’s 54-hole total is 205, 12 under par.

team competition with 2,246 strokes against He leadsEd Flori by one stroke, Jon Chaffee

Japans’s 2,281-.Each team fielded nine play- and Fred Couples by two, and midwayleader

ers with the best eight scores counted daily. Jack Renner"and Peter Oosterhuis by three.

Clampett wound up the four rounds with

271 strokes, 17-under par, on the 6,218-

meter par72 Kawanishi Sport Country Club

Westcourse, a comfortable 10-stroke margin

over Japan’s Akira Yabe, who shot a three

under par 69 in the final round for 278.

Clampett won seven million yen ($30,434).

The U.S. team collected nine million yen

($39,130) out of the total 36 million yen and

the Japanese squad 3.6 million yen ($

15,652).

Meanwhile, John Cook fired a 5-under-par

67 Saturday to take a 1 -stroke lead after

three rounds of the $215,000 Southern

California Open at Los Coyotes Country

Cub.
If took can hold his lead Sunday, be stands

to win $81,500 as the result of a special

$50,000 bonus offered by the tournament
sponsor. •

Coolsfs 54-hole total is 205, 12 under par.

He leadsEd Flori by one stroke, Jon Chaffee

and Fred Couples by two, and midwayleader

Jack Renner and Peter Oosterhuis by three.

Fieri shot 69 Saturday, Chaffee and Couples

68, Oosterhuis 70, and Renner 76.

Thirteen of tiretop 14 playerson the leader

board are touring pros. Cook had six birdies

and one bogey over the 6,906-yard, par 70

course. Five of his birdies were from six feet

or less, and his other was a chip-in from 15

feet.

Cook qualified for the bonus by winning

theCrosby in Pebble Beach inJanuary. In the

“Legends" portion of the tournament, 69-

year-old Sam Snead is the leader at 217, one

over par. He leads Art Wall, Gene Littler and

Lionel Hebert by four strokes.

ATLANTIC CITY, New Jersey Nov. 8

(AP) — Michael Spinks stopped Vonzell

Johnson with vicious combinations in the

seventh round as the formerOlympic champ-
ion retained his World Boxing Association

light heavyweight title Saturday.

An overhand right coming off a clinch at

1:15 of the seventh round of the scheduled

15-rounder put the challenger to the canvas

in his second try at a light heavyweight title.

After taking a mandatory eight count from

referee Larry Hazzard, Johnson stood up and
seemed ready for more. But one left from

Spinks was all it took for Hazzard to stop the

fight and>declare Spinks the winner.

Spinks, now undefeated in 18 professional

outings, made his first successful defense of

the WBA title that he took from Eddie Mus-
tafa Muhammad in Las Vegas on July 18.

Johnson, 29, is now 22-3 as a professkmaL

One of his losses was against World Boxing
Council champion Matthew Saad Muham-
mad on .Feb. 28 here, when Johnson was

knocked out in the 11th round.
Johnson looked better against Muhammad

than he did against Spinks, who repeatedly

backed Johnson into the ropes with an effec-

tive left jab that preceded left crosses and
combinations to the head.

Stafford shatters

Cuevas 9 dreams
LAS VEGAS, Nevada, Nov. 8 (AFP) —

American Roger Stafford upset former
World Boxing Association (WBA) welter-
weight champion Mexican Pipino Cuevas
here Saturday on points in their 10-rounder.

Cuevas, who lost his crown to “Detroit Hit,

Man” Thomas Hearns on a second round ko,

has since had two wins within the distance.

But on Saturday he was less effective,

knocked down in the second round, cut under
the left eye in the third, and then weakening
to be shook by a punch to the face in the final

round. «

Cuevas lost not only a fight but any chance
of soon meeting American Sugar Ray
Leonard for the undisputed welterweight

title. Stafford's record is now 28 wins, tweo
losses and one draw. Cueva's figures are

35-7.

PITTSBURGH, Nov. 8 (R)— World Box-
ing Council heavyweight champion Larry

Holmes predicted Saturday that Gerry
Cooney would be a far easier opponent than

Renaldo Snipes, whom he stopped in the

11th round last night after being knocked
down for only the third time in his profes-

sional career.

“Cooney s going to be easier to fight than

Renaldo Snipes,” Holmes told a press con-

ference before leaving for his home in Eas-
ton, about 300 miles east of here. “He's a

straight-upfighterwho's made forme. Ithink
if 11 be a four or five-round fight.”

For a few moments on Friday night it

looked as though Holmes’ lucrative date with

Cooney would be cancelled when the 10th-

ranked but lightly-regarded Snipes floored
1 theWBCchampionwith an overhand right in

the seventhround ofwhat had been regarded
as a“tune-up” for Holmes.
Holmes got up without a count, however,

and eventually referee Rugby Ortega stop-

ped the fight in the 11th round after the

champion staggered Snipes with a right-cross

and barrage of eight unanswered blows.

Considerable controversy surrounded
Ortega’ s decision, whichsomeobservers-and
most of the 14,103 spectators-felt was pre-

mature. But Holmes said : “The ref did the

right thing. Snipes was hurt, no doubt about
it There was no way he was going to get out
of that comer.” Most veteran boxing obsejr-

vers at ringside agreed with Holmes.

AL AMRI TRADING AND
TRANSPORTING COMPANY
A LEADING OVERLAND TRANSPORT COMPANY WISHES

TO ANNOUNCE ITS ACTIVITIES.

(A) TRANSPORTATION BY TRUCK TANKERS.
(DIESEL OIL, GASOLINE, BUNKER C.)

(B) TRANSPORTATION OF SULPHURIC ACID BY
ROAD TANKERS.

(C) SUPPLY OF CHEMICALS.

r TEL: 6316175 - 631 6030.TELEX: 401319 KIMICO SJ.

P. O. BOX: 5695 - JEDDAH, SAUDI ARABIA.
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Specially suited fbr kitchens
catering to compounds and camps.
Also for hotels and restaurants.

Choose from:

A wide range of models
Beautiful designs

Large capacity

Maintenance and spare parts

are always available.
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Spinks, 25, was most effective on the

inside, where he repeatedly beat Johnson to

the punch. Johnson was effective only in the

fifth round, when he shook off the earlier

blows and backed Spinks up with aggressive

left jabs throughout the round. He continued

his comeback in the sixth, but wandered into

the telling final clinch in the seventh.

Spinks, brother of former heavyweight
champion Leon Spinks, is usually a slow star-

ter. But he showed early aggressiveness

against Johnson with the long left jabs and
three-and four-punch combinations inside

that constantly kept Johnson on the retreat.

Spinks, who also has a 1 976 Olympic gold

medal to his credit, earned S300,000 from
the fight. He hoped it would be a tuneup fora
million-doUarshowdown withMuhammad to

unify the light heavyweight title.

After the Spinks-Johnson fight. Muham-'
mad pledged to take on Spinks, but the light

heavyweight championship has been marked
with broken promises and contracts that are

never completed.
Mihara gains verdict

In Rochester, New York. Tadashi Mihara
of Japan knocked down Rocky Fratto of the

United Stales in the fourth round and went

on to win the World Boxing Association
Junior Middleweight Championship in a

15-round decision at the Rochester War
Memorial.

Judges Roberto Ramirez of Puerto Rico
and Humberto Figueroa ofPanama declared
Mihara the winner, while judge Harold
Lcderman of New York city called it a draw.

Mihara, 26. unbeaten in 15 fights,
repeatedly had Fratto, 23. against _the ropes
in the early rounds and knocked him down
for an eight count with a straight right in the.

fourth round.

Fratto. with his fans chanting “Rocky.
Rocky," weathered the round and landed
some bard rights and lefts in the next several
rounds.

Fratto, fighting from a crouch and cove ring

up his head with his gloves, worked on Mih-
ara's body and staggered him on a couple of

occasions with hard loopinglefts. But Mihara
kept working Fratto against the ropes and
pinned him a corner in the 1 2th round raining

blow's on him.

Referee Arthur Mercante warned Mihara
three times against pushing on the break from
clutches and also warned Fratto once for hit-

ting below the waist.

'tness test

Bright knock by Yallop
MELBOURNE, Nov. 8 (AFP) — Former

Australian cricket captain Graham Yallop

celebrated his return to the Test team Sunday
with a flawless 68 while playing for Victoria

against Pakistan at the Melbourne Cricket

ground.
Yallop, 29, was omitted from the

Australian team last Wednesday, but gained

a reprieve Saturday when tall Queenslander

Manin Kent failed to pass a fitness Test in

Brisbane because of a sciatic nerve condition.

Kent was preferred to Yallop for the Penh
Test with the approaching series against the

West Indies in mind, but the Vicotrian left-

hander has been in immaculate form this

summer.

In three first-class games, Yallop has pas-

sed 30 in five of his six innings, including a top

score of 82 against a Queensland attack con-

taming fast bowler Jeff Thomson.
Australian captain Greg Chappell stated

previsouly that Kent would bat at No. 3 after

Bruce Laird and Graeme Wood in the Test,

but he was tempted to reshuffle the order

with Yallop coming into the team.

Yallop will be appearing in his 32nd Test

for Australia. He has hit six Test centuries.

Yallop stroked the ball beautifully Saturday

hitting nine boundaries with a fine array of

drives, cuts, sweeps and pull spots in an

innings of 173 minutes on a placid velvet

pitch.

Conditions have been cool in Melbourne,
which prevented the strip from drying out

rapidly, and with a few exceptions the pace

and bounce of the ball has been consistent In

the first three days of the game.
Yallop had a splendid partner in opening

batsman, Gary Watts, the 23-vear-old Fit-

zroy lefthander, who made 54 not out and
combined in a second-wicket stand of 123 in

.Victoria's second innings of 154 for three.

Victoria trailed by six runs on the first

innings — 311 for eight declared to Pakis-

tan's 317. A draw seems certain unless there

is a sudden deterioration in the pitch.

An unexpected turn of events in Pakistan'

s

first innings was the action of Test umpire

Rex Whitehead in barring veteran former

Australian paceman Max Walker for

repeatedly damaging the pitch in his follow-

through.

Umpire Whitehead gave Walker a caution

and then a warning late on Saturday and

ordered him out ofthe attack after he bowled

only 3.5 overs Sunday. It was the first occa-

sion Walker has had an umpire take such

drastic action against him. He will be able to

bowl again in Pakistan's second innings.

In a subdued day's play, the young Pakis-

tani allrounder Ejaz Faqih, had been misfor-

tunate to be run out for one from only the

second ball he placed, but later he took two

wickets with successive deliveries.

U.S. strongmen keep ahead
CALCUTTA, India, Nov. 8 (AP) —

Defending championsoft£e United States

remained in the lead Satuitiay on the third

day of the 11th’World Powerlifting Champ-
ionships at this eastern Indian port city.

The U.S. team has 64 points, and is fol-

lowed by Britain, with 54 points, Finland,

jwith \52, Japan with 43, Sweden, 31, and
hosts India, 28. c

-American Mike Bridges, competing for the

second consecutive year in the 82.5 kilogram

middle heavyweight class, retained the title,

setting two new world records.

The 24-year-old strongman lifted a total of

945 kilograms, surpassing by five kilograms

the international record held by him, and
bench-pressed 240 kilograms, bettering the

232.5 kilogram record of fellow American
Mike MacDonald.

In the 75 kilogram light heavyweight class,

Britain's Steve Alexander lifted a total of
752.5 kilograms to win the even. In the three
basic tests, he lifted280 kilograms in the deep
knee bend, known as squat, 175 in the two
hand bench press and 2975 in the two hands
dead lift.

Sweden’s Lars Backlund, with a 732.5
kilogram total, was placed second in the 75
kilogram weight class and Skule Oskarson of
Iceland, with 700, third.

Walter Thomas of the U.S. won the 92

kilogram weight class with a 930 kilogram

total. _

i»—
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WE CAN SUPPLY CHEMICALS & ACIDS
TO MEET ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
PLEASE CONTACT M.D. CLEMENTS
- SALES DEPARTMENT,

'

CONAM SERVICES, P.O, BOX 283, JEDDAH.
ILL 682 8077 8284/8429/8574/8634:8735
TELEX 400072 CONAM SJ. (HOL/BAn
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Your Individual

Horoscope
===== Frances Drake

FORMONDAY, NOVEMBER 9,1981

k

WlutUnd ofday wfll touuHV

row be? To find out what the

tan say, read the forecast

givenforyourbirth Sign.

iDTRfl

(Mar. 21 to Apr, Iff)

You'll get little feedback
from others now. It’s not the

joy a late afternoon

Cultural event,

^TAURUS
(Apr. 20 toMay 20)

-: r, Expect some modest work
gains. An obstacle seems in-

surmountable, but, with time

by yourself, you'll come up

witha solution.

GEMINI nJ&b
(May 21 to June 20)

Balance worts with play.

You may feel inhibited among
friends, due to worry about

romance or a child. Later,

you’llsnapout ofit

CANCER AAA
(June 21to July 22)

Attend to social obligations.

A relative would like to hear

from you. Family concerns

may take precedence over

career matters. Trust iiv

stands.

LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)

Write or visit relatives.

Don’t let immediate frustra-

tions cause you to lose faith.

Relaxation takes the edge off

needless worry.

VIRGO mKK
(Aug. 23 toSept 22)
Minnir financial tmn^qiMirm^

are favored, but an innate

cautiousness makes you in no
mood tor larger ventures.

Family is stgsportive.

(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) jvTI
£Uiy Items of

clothing, and don’t neglect ap-

pearance. Self-preoccupation

could cause a rift with others.

Reach oat
SCORPIO m
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21) »V4%r
Seriousness of purpose adds

to resolve. A work situation

tests you. Relax, then look for

solutions. Income improves

now.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)

Private meetings are.
favored over group participa-

tion. Pay no heed to a jealous

friend’s indifference. Privacy
abets relaxation.

CAPRICORN Vftr#
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) “d WV
Contacts are useful to your

career, but entertaining

friends athome is not favored.

Use leisure time to dear up
unfinished business.

AQUARIUS
(Jan, 20 to Feb. 18)

Trusted advisers come to

your assistance. Unexpected
happenings may temporarily

upset career plans. Be adap-
table. Acceptan invitation.

PISCES V4*2?
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)

Once you take a look at the

bocks and get them in order,

you may adopt a cautious aip

titude. Be alert for new career

opportunities.

DENNIS the MENACE

' I'M SONNA PUT THIS IN OUR FRONT YARD TO
MAKE MR-lVlLSON HAPPY FORA LITTLE WHILE.'

Wbrms Calendar
SAUDI ARABIA
MONDAY
5:00 Qum— Program Preview

4:15 Modem Mathwnatki
4:45 CMdretfi Program
5:15 Cartoons
6JO Islamic Propan:
7:15 Mia Al-Bos%a
7:45 Eag&b Nan— Enfjnh Soag
&00 Untamed World
8JO Local Series

WW Arabic News— Program Preview

— Daily Arabic Serie*

— Selected Song
— Wresting
— Closedown

Bahrain
Channel 4
4:00 Qnran— Religions Talk
4:20 Piogtan Preview

4:Z5 Cartoons
4:50 Children's Program
5:30 Ch3drea's Scries

6:00 Health Program
&30 Target The Impossible

7:00 Duly Arabic Scries

&00 Arabic New*
8JO Mnsieal Show
9:30 English News
9:45 Tomonw’sr
9-JO Arabk Interview!

IAI

Channel 33
6:00 Qtns
&I0 Wm'TIB
6:35 Lassie
7:00 A Little Silver Trumpet
7:35 Give Us A One
7:50 Blmijc Horizons
fMX) Local News -

8:10 Modal Shows in ConcertWW AH Creatures Great and
Small

10:00 World News
10:25 Doctors Daughters
10-JO Feature Fifan

12JS Closedown

DUBAI
Channel 10

- £00 Onto
5:15 ReUghns Tdk
5:30
6:00 Cartoon Series

6JO Cbadren's Series
7.-00 Fhmihr Papers
8:00 Local News
8:10 Documentary
9:00 Arabic Drama
10:00 Worid Newt
10J5 Songs ttxl Program
Preview

11:00 Indian Hln
1:30 Ooaedown

Raa AljChalmah!
MJ Quran
IfcOO HJL Pnfhttnf

6:20 Bonanza
7:10 Untamed World

7:3S Cameo Theater
8:25 Get Smart

8:50 Feature
10:15 Dr. Kildare

10:40 ISfgr

KUWAIT
Channel 2
7:00 Quran
7:05 Cartoons

8:00 News
g;30 WaHons

9:15 Film

OMAN
4:02 Quran
4:10 Religions Talk
4:18 Program Preview
4-.20 Cartoons
4:50 Golden Falcon (Arabic
Cartoon)

5:20 Songs
3JO miteracy Lessons Book 2
6:00 Chips
6:48 Songs
7.-00 The Gendannerie and the

Grizen-Onr Commandoes
7:30 Daily Arabic Series

8:20 Omani Songs
8:30 News
8:50 Songs
9:00 Hisorical Series — The
Palace Pearl.

The Night Granada Fell,

A Delegation Of Witnesses

SAUDI ARABIA
Hadv

2:00 Opening
2.-01 HoiyQran
2.-06 Program Rev.

2:07 Gems of Guidance
2:12 Light Musk
2:15 On Islam

235 Hits in Germany
155 Light Musk
3:00 News
3:10 Press Review
3:15 light Music
3:20 Arabic Song*
3:45 Light Music
3:50 Onaedawn

Langue Francaise

daaa la

:

— FM 98 Magabattz :

— Oada Courtc i 11.855 Mcgabtra

MiMUta.
-Os*Mq» : 1485 KBubtmdm la band*

da* 218m.

8:00
8:01 Holy Quran
8:06 Program Review
8:07 Gems of Guidance
8:12 Light Mask
8:15 Hoped) Mask
8:45 Pioneer of Knowledge
WXJ Pavifcm of Feme
9:15 A Leaf From

Life’s Notebook
9:30 News
9:40 S. Chrankle
9:45 Dreamland

10:15 In Concert
10:45 This Week’s Landmark
11:00 Osaka] Mode
11JO Light Music
11:45 A Rendezvous

With Dreams
12:00 Closedown

BBC
Monday
0700 Newxdesk
0730 Leave it to Psiulth

0745 Note* from an Observer
0750 Pspotack Choice

0755 Reflections

0800 World News
0809 Twenty-Foot Hours New*
Summary
0830 Peebles Choke
0845 The An of Biography
(26th, Six Irish Writers)

0900 NewTOesk
0930 That Kg Band Migk
1000 World News
1009 Twenty-Four Homs News

HEM Ouvaiture
SbOl Veoets Et Comraentaire
8hl0 Murique Clasaiqne

8hl5 Bonfonr
8U0 Varietes

8h30 Royaunc du Maghreb;
SMS Orient Et Occident
8U0 Morique
9fa00 Informations

9hl0 Lurnkre urr ks Informations

9bl5 Varietea

9h30 Vac Fmiminn retigkme
dea Compeguona da prophet;

9M5 Varietes

9h58 Cjoture
Irani Ouvennre
19h01 Vends Et Cotmnemalre
19U0 Mmtquc Qasrique
19620 Varietes

19630 Peusoc Ishnrique

19M5 Fmission de Varietes

Magazine de hreie hcucosc

20hl5 NonveDes du Monde MnsuHrdah
20h25 Mnriqne
20h30 THhiwurinw
20640 Revue de Presse

20M5 Varietes

20658 Ooture

VOA

1030 Country Style

1045 28th. 5th. How to Write a

Short Story: 12th 19th. 26th,

Classic Short Swiy
1100 Worid News
1109 Reflections

1115 Before the Rock Set kt_
1130 Buko's Half Dozen (ax

19th. The Rewards of Made)
1200 Worid News
1209 Btidsfa Press Review

1215 Notes tram an Observer

1220 Goods Books
1235 Interlude

1240 Look Ahead
1245 Three Centuries of Italian

Opera
0115 Bringing the Past to Life

01 30 28th, 5 th. The SmaR Intri-

cate Life of Gerald G Potter;

12th. 19th. 26th. Frank Mmr
Goes into_
0200 World News
0209 New* about Britain

Q215 Guitar Workshop
0230 Musical Yearbook
0300 Radio Newsreel
0315 Take it or Leave h (ea

28th, Brain of Britain 1981
0345 Sports Roundup
0400 World News
0409 Twenty-Four Hoots Snm-
msiy
0430 Country Style

0445 28th, To Be a Pilgrim

5th. The IniiniwiMn Wodehoroe;
i ? ili rww Rennie Madn-
eoak 19th, The Royal Shakes-

Radfo Pakistan
MONDAY

Monilag
Freqneodem 17662, 17845, 217N (KHZ)
Wwtfcifrtar 16-98, 16-81, 13J2. (saeten)

7:45 ReEgioPS Program
8:00 News
8:10 Light Mosic

8JO Literary Magazine
8:45 Cntoms Roles

8:45 Cntoms Roles

9:00 News
9:03 Pakistan's Progress Path _

Mewday

.

0600-0700 Daybreak: Regional

and Topical Reports. Com-
ments, News Summary
0700-0800'The Breakfast Show:
News, Informal Presentation of
Popular Musk with Feature

Reports.
0800-0900 The Breakfast
Show-Daybreak
1800 News Roundup
1830 VOA Magazine Show
1900 Special English News
1910 Special

1915 ^^a^a^rFBaane:
This b America
1030 Musk USA: Standards

(fear ' "KHz
(1800 - 0100)

197 1S260 1

197 15205
255 11760
307 97601

309 9700*

'

497 6040*
498 6015*
238 1260*

Frequencies: 17918, 21485, 21755 (KHZ)
Wavnhmgtfas: 16.74, 13JK, 13.79 (meters)

4:30 ReBgious Program
4:46 Old Masters (Music)

5:15 Historical Notes
5:45 One Poet
6:00 Newt
6:00 News
6:15 Press Review
6:20 On This day
6:25 New Songs

JEDDAH
Al-Salah Pharmacy
Shar Pharmacy
ALlskan Pharmacy
AJ-Mxnriah Pharmacy

MAKKAH
AJ-Initiaz Pharmacy
Momfan Pharmacy
Samir Abed Phanuey
TAIF
Batf o Pharmacy
Al-QMhami Pharmacy
Wa'iH Pharmacy
RIYADH
Ai-Saqqaf Phamaoy
7u»*Nr Pharmacy
ALAnd Phanuey
AI-Oondole Pharmacy
Al-Gh»yda'o Pharmacy

BAHA AND BIUMHl
Al-Taawoo Pharmacy
AJ-Sarat Pharmacy
Dammam
Ai-Ocaa AWadid Pharmacy
ALKHOIAR AND THOQBA
Al-Thoaba Pharmacy
qauf
Al-ShUl Phvmacy
RAfllMA
Rahims Pharmacy
JUBA1L
Al-Shatfe Phaouacy
HOFUF
Hlftr Pharmacy

Open Monday Night

Bab Sharif

Prune Abdulkh Street, Baladia
Branching from Ai-Sljn (Prison) St
Mada'en Fahd Street

Al-Mubda
larwal

AJ-Sbnbsii

Shahar, near eilitk

AFKawevyah, noni clink

Behind King Filial Hoapdal

Manbuha Main Street

At-Maigab Tsreq (bnZM S licet
Al-Murayba'e, Al-Hezam Street
AI-Xhaacan Street

Al-NaMtm Main Street

Baha Mata Street

Mata Street

Hayy AI Adanu Street

Thoqba, MakkRh SotMt

Emtrat (Oovennnn) Street

Street no, 50

Al-Madma Street

Baladia Square

6429941
671771

6516656
6884058

5730914

5427659

8322551

8642613

8551721

6670392

3612064

5822236

by THOMAS JOSEPH

DOWN
1 Actor

Terence

£ Knightly garb

3 New England

4 Orb

s Lama rote

.

8 “Die Fleder*

mans” imM
7DflIy

8 Large

chicken

9 Disbursing

14 Deal

18 French

author
*

19 Actor,

James —

MONDAY, NOVEMBER ft flit

idl

&llii=< Uu^
MHu

idQMii
.wwisaa

nwfis was
anaraaa ajga:=

i

ii*Jifi!L=<!ati!=i

.Maas
Satorday^ Answer

It Boundary

23 Actor,

Neville —
U Venerated

zs Disposed

to love

26 Compel

38 Pearl

or F. Lee

38— Ban
31 Molding

33 Haft

asawbuefc

38-d’Aoita,

Italy

39 Drop

tbs bait

ACROSS
1 “— Time,

Neat Year”
5 Bine Grotto

halanri

16 Serving need

U Muebacha’s

ferewdl

IZ Distaff

friend (Ft.)

u Fare

IS Before Tuea.

18 Persian rose

17 Calif,’aBig-
13 Exact

29 Mnchadm’s

annt

21 Count of

Paris

33 Patch

33 Prop;

bold up

26 Amalgamate
27 San—, Italy

38 Whack
29 Burma’s

old name
30 Ascend

34 Final

35 Hasten

36 Actor.

Roland

as a boy
37 Foolish talk

39 Primadonna

40 Shun

41 Old Egypt-

ian city

42 Moratorium

43 Make coffee . ,

(
. s

DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work it:

AXYDLBAAXJK
ia LONGFELLOW

One tetter simply standi for another. In this sample A is

used for the three L's, X for the two O's. etc. Single letters,

apostrophes, the length and formation of the words an all

hints. Each day the code tetters are different.

CRTPTOQUOTRS
LHID HZ HVN LYIZHNDVWAI
T N A LHNA I VSSHNDTQXA DCTff

DCA MHLLAWDI HZ. HVN
ZNYAWGI HW DCAL. - M. M. MHXDHW
Saturday’s Cryptoqnote: IF YOUDONT GET EVERYTHING
YOUWANT, THINK OFTHE THINGSYOUDONTGET THAT
YOUDONTWANT.-SOURCE UNKNOWN

P»'
7

fiSSr/B. Jay Becker^
Famous Hand

North dealer.
Neither ride vulnerable.

NORTH
53

t?A6
OKJ107
Q9632

WEST
109

<7QJ10875432
054
_

EAST
862
^ —
O 98632
KJ1074

SOUTH
AKQJ74

OK9
OAQ
A85

The bidding:

North East Sooth West
Pass Pass 2^ 5<?

6 V Pass 7 •
Opening lead -v- five of

diamonds.

This dramatic hand occur-

red in the Women’s Champion-
ship of the 1968 World Olym-
piad, in the match between
Canada and the United States.

The bidding was hectic at

both tables. When the UJS.
held the North-South cards at

table me, Mrs. Hayden open-
ed with a forcing two club bid

and West (Mrs. Begin)
jumped to five hearts in an ef-

fort to jam the North-South
lines of communication.
Mrs. Hawes, impressed with

her high-card values opposite

a forcing two bid, cuebid

ihearte to mdkiate the possibili-

ty of eifber a small or grand
stem. Mrs. Hayden obliged by
leaping to seven spades, which
became the final contract.

(Seven notrmnp would have
been safer, looking at all four

hands, but Mrs. Hayden
couldn’t tdl whether six

hearts represented a void in

hearts or the ace. West led a
diamond and declarer took the

obvious IS tricks fora score of

1,510 points.

At the second table, with

Canada now North-South, the

bidding went:

North East South West
Pass Pass 2^ 6^
Pass Pass 6

West (Mrs. Baron) bid six

hearts over two clubs and thus

posed an extremely difficult

problem for both her adver-

saries. North made a forcing

pass and South got to six

spades instead of seven.

This contract went down
four I Mrs. Baron chose the

deuce of hearts as her opening
shot East (Mrs. Walsh) ruff-

ed and returned a low dub.
Declarer wentup with the ace,
expecting to win the rest of the
tricks, but West ruffed and led

another heart for East to ruff.

When East then played the
king and another dub. South
frond herself going down four
for a team loss of 1,710 points.

—-Believe ft orNotf

u

Americas first woman m-d-
Elizabeth Blackwell teai-wio)
WHOSE ADMITTANCE Jo THE GENEVAN.*
^CALKHOa MAS CONSIDERED a
JOKE By BOTH TACULTY AND STUDENTS,

attnc TOP OFHSR CM$S
,A9 IR—I

iraw w rewW rt—1—,^

the earth's
ATM05PHQIE ^
each wrf is peowrny
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IK&S Market Place

KJtQk m-KbobarFamily Shopping Center——If I Where your family REALLY saves

Tsh I03| 864-0364, Telex: 671214, Box 281 Dhahran Airport. Saudi Arabia.

ANNOUNCEMENT
SAUDI METIIU LTD.

ANNOUNCES THEIR NEW PHONE NUMBERS FOR JEDDAH.

6604348 6654053
BESIDE KING PALACE (MOSQUE)

IN FRONT OF MOBARCO PRINTING PRESS,
MEDINA ROAD - JEDDAH.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT INTL. A.G.

Announces that the services of Mr. ALAN
SMITH, British Citizen, Passport No.

P999899, Have been terminated from the

Company. Mr. Smith Departed on an Exit/

Re-entry Visa. LOCKHEED is no longer

responsible for him.

Telephone- 442-1133 LOCKHEED J&b c

ENGLISH SECRETARY WANTED
A PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
SEEKING A PROFESSIONAL ENGLISH SECRETARY WITH
SHORTHAND REQUIRED, MAIL RESUME TO:

P. O. BOX: 40918, RIYADH
,
WITH APPLICANT’S

TEL : NO. FOR FURTHER CONTACT . AA,

Ruta _
load on

3L000* Capacity 7.0003 Capacity 10.500* Capacity

IQJDMASra?
Whatever the job I

Loodfllotfet Trailwt ore built tough . . . more ihon enough to handle

the job end then *om*. To *tart with, you 9“' the maneuverability ood

convenience of o imaller trailer . . . wnh BIG trailer durability.

No mutter what the capacity of these Loadmouers, they're all heavy

duty welded steel frame construction with ideal payload to loadspace

ratio.

•jcrci '‘.a wemaptfn* ic* ana I

P.O Boa 3S4B Tutunnee: 66&Q580
jeoaah. SMi Arataa 66M686

Driex 401103 Debba^v S. J.

cometotheworldof

Just step inside the Super Market

Of JEDDAH SHOPPING CENTER, Medina Road

|
You will find,

i your taste

Large variety with high quality of latest hits, top 40 of the month,

Jazz — Solo — Pop — Classic etc.

Tel: 6604199

A .MAJOR SAUDI CONTRACTING COMPANY
IS SEEKING THE SERVICES OFAN EXPERIENCED
INTERNAL AUDITOR:

1. CANDIDATE SHOULD BE A COLLEGE GRADUATE
2. HAVE TEN YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD
OF AUDITING, PREFERABLY, OF CONTRACTING
COMPANIES.

3. HAVE A GOOD COMMAND OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE.

4. SALARY WILL BE ACCORDING TO CAPABILITY
AND EXPERIENCE.

5. CANDIDATES SHOULD HAVE A TRANSFERABLE
IQAMA.

6. FOR INTERVIEW:

WRITE TO: P. O. BOX: 2734,
JOINT VENTURE DEPARTMENT.
JEDDAH - SAUDI ARABIA.

REQUIRED
AN EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER IS REQUIRED.

SHOULD BE FLUENT IN ENGLISH AND ARABIC AND
MUST HAVE A TRANSFERABLE IQAMA.

PLEASE TELEPHONE: 6422233 (EXT. 337)

FOR INTERVIEW.

KUWAITAIRWAYS
LINKS EAST AND WEST

WESTBOUND - NEW YORK AND EUROPE
EASTBOUND - INDIA, PAKISTAN, THAI LAND, PHILIPPINES.

AMSTERDAM

LONDON

PARK#

COPENHAGEN

FRANKFURT

ROME
1 MADRID

> CASABLANCA

KARACHI ^OACCA

~ ^ 1

BOMBAY BANGKOK

COLOMBO

FL Y OUR SERVICE FOR SUCCESS

KUWAITAIRWAYS
JEDDAH SHOPPING CENTRE, MEDINA ROAD, TEL. 6691044/6691088

Personnel required
D.G.JONES & PARTNERS

Require the following Personnel to work in their

Riyadh Office:

RESIDENT ENGINEER:
Qualified with minimum of 5 years experience in

Supervising Building Projects.

QUANTITY SURVEYOR:
Qualified with minimum of 3 years experience in

Building Projects.

Application in writing enclosing C.V. to:

P.O. BOX: 8711, Riyadh. For further information.

Telephone: 4658294.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

A contracting
.
Go. is in need for

surveyors specialised in surveying

electric post work .

APPLICANTS SHOULD HAVE:
1) A valid transferrable iqama-

2) Diploma in survey.

3) Minimum 5 years experience in the

field.

CANDIDATES FULFILL THE REQUIRED
CONDITIONS MAY

CONTACT
Mr. SAAD CHATILA -
TEL: 4033723 <3

Zahid Tractor

has openings for

[iXi

i
\

Minimum Qualifications:

Should have minimum five years* working experience

on related Caterpillar Equipment.

Salary and other fringe benefits commensurate to

experience and technical knowledge.

Only people with transferable iqamas should apply.

Applications, giving full details of age and experience

together with copies of testimonials, should be sent

to;

Area Service Manager

Zahid Tractor & H.M. Co. Ltd.,

P.O. BOX No. 579, DAMMAM

Zahid Tractor

A LEADING ELECTRIC
POWERCONTRACTINGCO.

isseeking the following
personnel.
ACCOUNTANT:

WITH MINIMUM 4 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ACCOUNTING,
AND BOOK-KEEPING.
STORE KEEPER:

WITH MINIMUM 4 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN:

HANDLING SPARE PARTS - MATERIAL PURCHASING-
DELIVERY OF SPARE PARTS TO CUSTOMERS -

INVOICING.
THE CANDIDATE MUST HAVE A SAUDI DRIVING LICENCE.

CANDIDATES APPLYING FOR THE ABOVE JOBS SHOULD
HAVE TRANSFERABLE IQAMA. PLEASE CONTACT:

MR. CHARBEL KHALIL,
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER.

TEL: 6719894.

NOTICE TO CONSIGNEES
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL LINES

1 M.V. KOTA TANJONG Voy - E-333
ARRIVED AT JEDDAH ISLAMIC PORT ON

7.11.81

Consignees are requested to contact us immediately to take delivery order

against surrender of original Bill of Lading or a Bank Guarantee.

The Ship, her agent or owners will not be responsible in any respect for

consequences arising from consignees failure to take delivery order of their

cargo immediately.

For further information please contact

fQ THE ORIENTAL COMMERCIAL EST.
I P.O. Box 160. Tel: 6423900-6424489-6430949 i

Telex: 401203 BOKARI SJ, 401760 MARINE SJ.,
j

Cable: OVERSEAS, JEDDAH.

ANNOUNCING
ISCOSA OPEN HOUSE

15 NOVEMBER 1981

^ou ore cordially united to join us for refreshments and potato! opening of

oar new office building on Sunday, abooe date, at lO xs4- please allow

«t to welcome qou and introduce oat near office facility as meU as prootde a

tout of other ISCOSA departments including the nan tenenal paste warehouse,

tmpair plant u/td engineering services branches. *70e would fit* to tube this

opportunity to get better acquainted and display our capabilities fat customer

sezoicn throughout the JCingdom. \ ,

TZ.S.'V.D. \ JV\K.S.'U.p.

ISCOSA

INDUSTRY 6ERVICES
COMPANY
OF SAUDI ARABIA

P.O.BOX 1032, DAMMAM
f

TELEX: 601290 ISCOSA SJ.

TELEPHONE: 8331031 > 0

ARAMCO. : 8742207 X

.J’ip 3COM

Regency Class

is the ultimate touch of Hyatt

An exclusive hotel within a hotel for

guests who prefer privacy and special

attention.

Where a Concierge is always at your

personal service.

And where personalized toiletries and

stationary are provided for your exclusive

use.

Complimentary refreshments are

available throughout the day in the

Regency Class Lounge.

In all the Middle East, only Hyatt

Regency offers such a singularly personal

experience.

HWT regency©Hotels

Hyatt Regency Jeddah Hyatt Regency Riyadh
Tel.,65 1-9800 Tel. 477-1 111 -

Hyatt Regenct Kuwait Tel: 528000 Hyatt Regency Dubai Tel: 7311000 Hyatt El SaUm Ci»a



ABU DIYAB
RENTACAR fIRIEB SERVICES

maintenance specialist

FOR COMPLETE VILLA

AND OFFICE MAINTENANCE
DIAL 454-5912

JEDDAH-TEL. 6716787-6717477-6718646
RPftDH-TEL.4762575-4762316-4768092 Op

PLUMBING
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

CLEANAND flX'EM BEST'
‘
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18 -21 age group votes

Right-wing Liberals

may win Belgian poll
BRUSSELS, Nov. S (R)— Belgians voted

Sunday in a premature general election which

they hope will produce a government able to

guide the country out of recession. Polling

ended at 1200 GMT and computer forecasts

of the result were expected about seven hours

later.

Almost seven million voters, with the

18-21 age bracket included for the first time,

were required to vote in the country’s 13th

'general election since 'World War IL Voting
is compulsory under Belgian law.

. They turned out in cold, sunny weather at

the end of a campaign which failed to arouse

strong public interest despite the serious state

of the economy and linguisitic rivalry bet-

ween the Dutch and French-speaking sec-

tions of the population

.

Opinion polls have - suggested that the

right-wing Liberals should do well, taking

votes away from the country’s biggest politi-

cal party, the Flemish Social Christians

(CVP), which has been the dominant partner
in most recent coalition governments.

The government of Prime Minister Mark

U.S. general

admits theory

oflimitedwar

Eyskens, a CVP member, resigned in Sep-

tember because of internal disagreements
over aid to WaDonia's declining steel indus-

try. The CVP and its main coalition partners,

the Francophone Socialists (PS), had already

been at loggerheads throughout the summer
over the need for an austerity budget next

year.

Political sources said the CVP insisted on
an election as the way out of these difficulties

in hopes that a new alliance, possibly with the

Liberals, could take sterner measures to cut

public spending, much of which goes to pay
interest on foreign debt.

However, the sources said the Socialists in

or out of government would provide stiff

resistance to any measures which made life

harder for wage earners or for the 10 percent

of the work force who are unemployed.

The election has been most hotly contested

inBrussels,thelargelyFrench-speakingcapi-
tal surrounded by Flemish territory. A record

24 parties put up candidates, most of them
campaigning on ways to safeguard the rights

of the different linguistic communities.

In the past, Belgians have had to wait

weeks or even months before a government
emerges from inter-party talks about the

composition of a new coalition. After the last

general election in December 1978, it took
almost four months to form a new govern-

ment.

VENICE, Italy. Nov. 8 (. AFP) — U.S.

Gen. Bernard Rogeis, commanderin chiefof
NATO (NorthAtlanticTreatyOrganization)
forces in Europe, has said that a nuclear war
limited to Europe is one of the working
hypothesesofthe Atlantic alliance, according
to Italian newspapers Sunday

.

They quoted Gen. Rogers, here to report
to the Venice Atlantic Committee,.as telling

reporters Saturday that history taught' that

nations with internal problems and excessive

military strength often had “good reasons?’

formilitary adventuresoutside their borders.

•He said this might be the case with the

Soviet Union, in view of its problems inside

the Warsaw Pact. He expressedconcern over
the mushrooming peace demonstrations in

Europe, and said that while their aims might
be peace, this would be peace without free-

dom, rights, or values.

• The real danger, he said/was that the War-
saw Pact might mistakenly doubt the West?

s

will to escalate any conflict to the nuclear

threshed, which was why the Atlantic

alliance' had to commit itself to a credible

deterrent.

Asked by a -reporter if NATO has a con-

tingency plan for a demonstration nuclear
blast, Gen. Rogers replied that NATO was
studying different options, and that U.S. Sec-
retary of State Alexander Haig was right to

refer to the possibility of a nuclear “warning
shot" but there was no such operational
plan, as U.S. Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger had said.

BELGIANPRINCESS VOTES: Princess Astrid, 19-yeanokl niece oTKiiig Rsodoohi,
her vote in the general election Sunday. Belgians in the 18-21 age group are voting for the

first time this year.

Experiments killed 3,000

Japan germ researchers given immunity
WASHINGTON, Nov. 8 (R) — The

United Statesgave immunityfrom prosecu-

tion to Japanese germ warfare researchers

atthe end.ofWorld EL although theirexper-

iments had killed at least 3,000 persons

according to a scientific journal published

here.

The Bulletin of the atomic scientists said

that although the American government

knew U.S. prisoners ofwar were among the

victims, it blocked war crimes trials in

exchange for information from the Japanese

Army officers and scientists involved.

A Penagon spokesman said the Defense
Department would have no comment on
the article, which quoted extensively from

once-secret official documents, some of

them reprinted in full, obtained under the

U.S. Freedom of Information Act.

The account by Asian affairs specialist

John Powell tells how in 1930 Japan
launched a major experimental program in

biological warfare which left it in 1945 with

a huge stockpile of germs, disease carriers

and delivery equipment. But the U.S. milit-

ary were interested not so much in the

equipment as in the results of experiments

on living human beings, the article said.

The article alleges that Gen. Ishii Shiro,

an array surgeon, set up a germ warfare

experimental installation in Manchuria in

1 93 1 after the Japanese invasion and occu-

pation of the Chinese province.

At this station and at least two others.

Chinese and later American prisoners were
infected with : anthrax, bubonic r plague and
other diseases, according to the article.

It said some prisoners were killed in viv-

isection experiments and others died as a

result of experiments in which their limbs

were frozen or infected with gas gangrene.

Some of these human guinea pigs were
killed by the Japanese at various stages of
illnesses induced in order to study how the

diseases progressed, the article said.

Others were killed when their bodies
became so ravaged by successive infections

that they ' were no longer useful. Still

others were murdered as the Japanese fled

Manchuria in the face ofthe SovietArmy in

1945, h said.

Earlier the Japanese put their experi-

ments to use in combat against the Chinese
with moderate success, according to the

article. It tells how cities such as Ningbo
near Shanghai were infected with plague-
infected debris dropped from planes, result-

ing in a number of civilian deaths.

According to official documents quoted
in the article, the Japanese biological war-
fare teams managed to get nearly all the

.files and reports on the experiments back to
Japan.

It quoted a secret memo from U.S. milit-

ary scientist Edwin Hill as saying; “Such
information could not be obtained in our
own laboratories because of scruples

attached tohuman experimentation. It rep-

resents data which have been obtained by
Japanese scientists at the expenditure of
millions of dollars and years of work.”
One top secret memo written at U.S.

military headquarters in Tokyo in 1945
argued for granting immunity from pro-

secution. “(This) will result in exploiting
20 years experience of the director, former
Gen. Ishii, who can assure complete coop-
eration of his former subordinates,” it said,

without specifying how many others were
granted immunity.

At the same time that Gen. Isbii and his

subordinates were taken into i custody at the

end of the war, U.S. officials in Nuremberg
were prosecuting German doctors who
experimented on inmates of Nazi death
camps.
The article quoted U.S. government

memos which rioted a risk of embarrass-

ment if the Japanese immunity plan were
disclosed. But they urged that it proceed in

secret in order to secure the cooperation of
the Japanese scientists.

Since World War n some details of the

Japanese experiments have come to light,

but the article disclosed for the first time
how the U.S. military became involved.

Chinese communicate Mitterrand gets
over missing suitcase positive rating
HONG KONG. Nov. 8 (AFP)— A brown

suitcase lost by a scientist from the United
States on his way to a telepathy conference

has brought a small breakthrough in dialogue
between Communist China and Nationalist

Republic of China.
The search for the missing' suitcase led to

the first direct communication between
Taipei*s China Airlines and Peking’s Civil

Aviation Administration (CAA), according

to reports reaching here Sunday.

The scientist, described as an American-
Chinese from Phoenix. Arizona, realized the

luggage was missing when he arrived at the

Peking Airport on Nov. 1 for the telepathy

conference.1* Airport officials immediately

telexed China Airlines offices in Phoenix,

Los Angeles and Hong Kong, and to their

surprise the Phoenix office told them that the

suitcase was mistakenly sent to Hong Kong
via Taipei
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PARIS, Nov. 8 (AP)— Most French peo-
ple gave Socialist President Francois Mitter-
rand a positive rating for his first six months
in office, according to a - poll published in

Sunday’s: Journal de Dimanche.
Fifty-three percent of the 1,000 adults

questioned by the polling firm Ifresgave him
a positive rating, 31 percent a negative rating

and 16 percent expressed no opinion. Last

A ’gust, a similar poll gave Mitterrand a 44
percent positive rating, compared to 35 per-

cent negative and 21 percent and opinion.

Mitterrand’s first six months in office have

been marked by significant changes in French
political life, and 57 percent of those polled

said they believed they were witnessing a

fundamental change in society. In August,
only 43 percent said the same thing.

The Socialist-dominated National Assem-
bly has abolished the death penalty, voted to

decentralize French government, pushed
through the administration’ s plan to national-

ize bulks and several large industrial groups
— representing about 15 percent of the

nation’s gross national product— and is pre-

paring to pass a wealth tax.

The government has abolished anonymous
gold purchases, a traditional method ofcheat-

ing on taxes, and is preparing a complete'

reform of the state-run broadcasting indus-

try-

Despite some tough talk by the Socialist

Parry’ s left wing, the administration generally

is seen as moderate, according to the poll.

Forty-eight percent said the government’s

general tendency is toward moderation,

while 34 percent characterized it as radical

and 18 percent expressed no opinion. Fifty-

eight percent said their personal wish was for

moderation, while 27 percent wanted more

radical change and 15 percent had no opin-

Spain civilguard
wounded in blast
VITORIA, Northern Spain, Nov. 8 (AFP)
— A civil guard sergeant was seriously

wounded in an overnight bomb explosion

near an electrical transformer station at

Labastida, AJava province, police sources

said here Sunday. The explosion occurred
when one of several guards patrolling the

peremeter found a flashlight which exploded

as he handled it.

French President Francois Mitterrand
About 41 percent said he had kept his prom-
ises on inflation, 48 percent said he had not
and 1 1 percent had no opinion, the poll said.

On unemployment the major" campaign
issue in last May’s presidential elections, 48
percent said he had failed to keep his prom-
ises,44 percent said he had kept them, and 8
percent expressed no opinion.

Nobody has yet claimed responsibility for

the blast. The transformer station which

belongs to a subsidiary of the Iberduero Co.

was recently the target of a bomb attack. The
company, which is building a central nuclear

station at Lemona, near Bilbao, has been the

target ofmore than 70 attacks so far this year.

Most of them have been claimed by the Bas-

que separatist ETA military wing, which says

the nuclear station represents aidanger for

the residents of Bilbao.-

Angola alleges attack

Meanwhile, Spanish feminist Jiraena

Alonso, suspected of collaborating with the

military wing of ETA, has claimed she was
maltreated by police after her recent arrest,

the Madrid newspaperEl Pais reported Sun-
day. The newspapercited a letter sentby Miss
Alonso to the judge investigating the affair,

in which she also denied any contact with

Basque separatists and demanded to be set

free.

PRETORIA, Nov. 8 ( R)— A South Afri-
can defense force spokesman Sunday said he
had no comment on Angolan charges that
South African planes had made fresh attacks
in Angola.

ion.

Mitterrand fared less well on the issue of

whether he had kept his campaign promises

to cut inflation and boost employment.

An Angolan Defense Ministry communi-
que issued in Luanda said South African
fighters shot down an Angolan military plane
over southern Angola last Friday. The com-
munique also said South African planes

bombed and rocketed Angolan Army posi-

tions at Caharaa, about 200 kms inside

Angola last Thursday.

Miss Alonso was arrested on Oct. 20 along

with four other members of intellectual cir-

cles, who were also accused of having con-
tacts with the ETA military wing. Centrist

sources at Bilbao said Sunday that fear of
separatist terrorism had slashed by half the

number of militants belonging to the Union
for a Democratic Center (UDC), a Basque
country governmental coalition.

The loss ofUDC prestige in Basque coun-
try, caused by internal conflicts wiihin the
government, had helped send UDC member-
ship plunging from 1 ,000 to 500 since March.

Solidarity, government

to renew talks this week
WARSAW, Nov. 8 (Agencies)— Poland's

Communist government and the Solidarity

free trade union were expected to resume
formal working contacts this week after more
than three months of strikes and mutual
recrimination.

The road to renewed dialogue was opened
last Wednesday when Communist, church
and Solidarity leaders met jointly for the first

time since the Polish crisis began more than
16 months ago. Apart from three abortive

attempts at talks in August and local level

contacts, the union and government had been
locked in a war of words and strikes until last

week’ s meeting which all sides greeted as a

potentially major breakihrough.

Hie meeting intensified speculation about
'some form of national Front to broaden the

basis of government in Poland beyond the

numerically small Communist Party.The free

trade union movement has made no formal
pronouncement on the prospect ofjoining a
national front, but officials said the union's
executive presidium would meet Monday to

appoint a negotiating team for talks with the

government.
The government has said it is ready to talk

with Solidarity on any issue. This was a clear

departure from statements issued after the

union's controversial national congress in

September and October which the
authorities said all but severed relations.

But union leaderLech Walesa hasacknow-
ledged that the government expects com-
promise on Solidarity

1

s part and be is likely to

come under mounting pressure to pacify the

remaining pockets of industrial unrest in

Poland as a show of goodwill. .Walesa’s owr
militants have refused to call for an immedi

ate end to strikes, which at the weckend.cnn-

tinued in the Sosnowiec coal mine arid th<

western region of Ziclona Gora.
.

More than 200 Solidarity factory brancht:

in the Katowice area have called for the di&

missal of the Icoal governor because of faQurt

to find those responsible for- throwing gai

capsules at miners in Sosnowiec.'the incldeni

which led to the strike. Students at Warnw
University were also threatening to widen i

campus protest over the appointment of *

college rector in Radom who h regarded &
being anti-SoUdarity.

“It seems that everything can be settled”

promptly, Stanislaw Szymkowiak, a strike

committee member in Ziclona Gora, how-

ever, said. Although the government has sak
that further bargaining would be futile,

Szymkowiak said,
,
“we have some unoffic&

chances for the talks that could solve

everything.”

He said he was hopeful for a resolution a;

early as Monday in the dispute prompted b)

demands for the dismissal of state farm man-
agers Solidarity has called incompetent

Sympathy strikes throughout the province

swelled the numbers of protesting workers tc

more than 150,000— making the walkou
the widest since the nationwide strike wave

that led to Solidarity’s creation.

Resolution of the 18-day-old disputt

would diminish considerably Poland’s linger-

ing strike tensions. About 160,000 worker;

were on strike in the country Sunday, com-

pared with more than 25,000 a week earlier.

Shuttle to blast off Thursday
CAPE CANAVERAL, Nov. 8(R)— The

space shuttle Colombia, delayed by an
unplanned oil change, will blast off on its

unprecedentedsecond space flightThursday.
Officials said Saturday they had derided It

would be ready To fly after contaminated oil

and clogged filters in two troublesome power
units were replaced. Abnormally high pres-

sure readings in the two units forced the shut-
tle launch lastWednesday to be postponed by
mission controllers just 31 seconds before
takeoff.

The controllers admitted later thatCofem -

bia could have flown but they thought it bet-
ter to fix the system rather than risk some-
thing going wrong during the five-day voy-
age. The faulty devices provide power to the
winged arbiter’s hydraulic system during
takeoff and landing. The two power units
with the oil problem were flown aboard the
Columbia during its three-day maiden voyage
in April.

The next launch's countdown will begin
Tuesday and liftoff is set for 7:30 a.m. EST
(1230 GMT) Thursday. The Cofam&a is due
to spend five days in orbit conducting scien-

tific i experiments and: testing a remotely-
controlled mechanical, arm for handling,
cargo. The experiments are designed to

demonstrate the spacecraft's suitability as an

orbiting platform for scientific research.

Astronauts Joe Engle and Richard Trul;

will also flex the musclesofthe 15-meterarm
which win be used on future missions u
deploy payloads or pick up orbiting object
and return them to Earth.
The Columbia is now due to land nex

Tuesday.

'

Frankfurt delay!

work on runway

_ From page one

FRANKFURT, West Germany, Nov 8 {R.

—Afteraweek ofsometimes violentdemon-
strations, opponents of moves to extenc

Frankfurt Internationa] Airport have won

;

delay m’btiflding work on a new runway.
The interior minister of . state of Hessen

Ekkehard Gries, told ecologist groups Satur

day nighi he would press for the controversy
extension work to be suspended until a cow
had ruled on their demand for a referendum
The state government has said it is no

prepared to hold such a poll and the issue i

likely to go to an appeal court after the pro-

testers hand in a petition next Saturday aimei
at forcing the issue.

Gries made his concession after a demonst-
ration by at least 15.000 ecologists.

Bulletproof
private individuals will secretly take their

vehicles to specialist coach builders and pay
out a small fortune for fittings that will block
a pistol bullet, if not a bazooka shell.

“In the early years we only worked for

prominent people. Now were asked to bul-
letproof everything, from a Volkswagen Golf
to a mini-Minor” said Franco Fontana,
whose northern firm is one of the leaders in

the field.

More than any other single event in Italy’s

recent violent history, it was the abduction
and subsequent killing of former Prime
Minister Aldo Moro in 1978 by the Brigades

Bonn

that led to the boom in sales.
Moro was driving through Rome in a w

mal limousine when the Brigades common
opened fire from the pavement. His fi

guards were shot dead before extracting tin
weapons. In a bulle tproof car they might ha

“We find demand trends to peak af
major guerrilla operations. It certainly <

after Moro." commented the Alfa-Rom
engineer in charge of the bulletproof divisir

one of the state-backed company's few’ pi

fixable sectors.

peace here, have never been so strained as
now. The prospect is for sluggish growth in
1982 and a steep rise in unemployment.
Lambsdorff said in a radio interview that

the key to quicker economic recovery lay in

moderate pay settlements in the coming wage
round, and that a fall in real earnings next
year was unavoidable.

Government -politicians said Schmidt
would have little comfort forthe unions atthe
talks, which were called at .the initiative of
labor confederation leader Heinz-Oskar Vet-
ter.

Bonn was preparing tougher rules to fight

illegal immigrant labor, reckoned to accoi
for at least 100,000 jobs, and to combat t

widespread practice of “moonlighting"
German workers, they said.

But the measures would take time to sfa
any effect and Bonn was still placing most
its hopes for economic revival on a wor!
wide cut in the present high interest rates
The chancellor told parliament last mor

that the whole Western world, not just tJ

country, faced a severe economic crisis
which real incomes here would sink.

Next year, he said. West Germans cot
only afford their 1978 level of prosperity
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